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The contract terminated by the issuance of this report has helped to support

two projects concerned with the structure of organosiloxanes (silicones) and the

related organogernanium compounds. Progress on the organogermanium problem has

been reported in the previous annual report, and later in three articles ( Jo Am.

Chem. Soc., 74, 4363 (1952), J. Organic Chem. 18, 303 (1953), and Naturwissenschaften

409 142 (1953).

Results on the other project, the investigation of the structure of silicones

by studying molecular motion in representative organosilicon compounds, have not

been published nor given in detail in the earlier reports. A complete account of

the purposes, the plan of attack, the results, and the various conclusions is best

obtained from the thesis presented to the faculty of the Graduate School of Arts

and Sciences by Hugh 0. LeClair. For this reason, the principal portions of this

thesis are incorporated in this report, and a summary will be found on pages 137 to

14O.

During part of the past year Dr. James C. Sternberg was associated with this

project, and contributed much to the analysis of line shapes and widths. He left

the project on August 1 to join the staff of instruction at Michigan State University

at Lansing.

Dr. Hugh 0. LeClair, who built the apparatus described herein and obtained most

of the experimental data, left the projet on September 1 to take a position with

the Du Pont Company at Buffalo, New York.
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AaSTRACT

NMQCLULM NOTION IN ORGAWOSILOXAJ COMPOUNDS

The question of molecular motion in the solid state of

organosilicon cumpounds has been investigated by means of the tech-

nique of nuclear magnetic resonance a bsorn.ion. The theory of the

line shape and second moment to be expected for a triangular con-

figuratibn of nuclei has been extended to include severs types of

molecular rotation or tunneling.

A radiofrequency spectrometer and permanent magnet have been

constructed for use in this research. The operation of the spec-

trometer is described and its applicability to other types of problems

has been discussed. It is found that the fixed magnetic field and

variable frequency technique used in this investigation has the

advantagesof simplicity of operation, automatic recording of data,

and avoidance of the problems associated with field regulation of

electromagnets. The additions to the existing equipment which would

be required for other types of investigations are mentioned, and the

need for an oscillator circuit which can operate stably at very low

levels is pointed out in connection with the possible investigation

of pure organic compounds at low temperatures.

The results of the investigations of organosilicon compounds

are as followst

(1) The methylchlorosilanes exhibit rotation or tunneling of t,.e

metbyl groups about the C-5i bond at 7701. Both the line shapes

and the second moments indicate there is also some lov-frequency



0n otion of the molecule as a whole. The latter effect is attributed to

the near-spherical symmetry of these molecules.

(2) Nothozytrichlorosilane exhibits rotation or tunneling of the

methyl group about the 0-0 bond, but there is little or no motion of

the molecule as a whole at. 770K.

(3) Nezamethy1ldisilozane exhibits the usual rotation or tunneling

of the metbVl groups. The low second moment indica'. - 1 there is

an additional motion of the molecule which may be low-frequency

rotation as in the methlchlorosilanes.

(4) The cyclic siloxanes exhibit rotation of the methyl groups at

0
77 1. The cyclic trimer and tetramer also show an anomalous abrupt

increase in the line width and second moment at higher temperatures.

The cause of this unusual behavior is tentatively suggested to be due

to rotational oscillation of the ethyl groups of the type postulated

by the Roth-Barker theory.

(5) Silicone rubber shows the usual rotation of the methyl groups

at 7701. The line width decreases abruptly at 16"01 to about one-

half the low temperature value, and decreases more gradually until

it is essentially a liquid-like line at 210o. The decrease in line

width indicates that above 16401 the motion of the protons becomes

quite rapid and random. The existence of such notion can be con-

sidered as evidence in favor of the Roth-Barker theory, but does not

rule out the existence of coiling and uncoiling of the polymer chains.

It is indicated that there is reason for considerable further

study of the question of molecular notion in the organosilozanes.

(2i
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I. INTRODUCTION

tatement of the Problem.

uLarity of the silicones in both industrial and consumer applica-

n '9 ri cribed to their physical properties, which are unique in many

r'e 3::'i T'*'e properties must have their explanation in terms of their under-

v. ' . structure; therefore the elucidation of the molecular structure

S.-. v n to the physical properties has become a subject of considerable

ct. . , v , as theoretical importance. The purpose of this research has

e z. ;.he method of nuclear magnetic resonance absorption to the study

f - fn e . iloxane compounds, single molecules and polymers; and specifi-

. ,j " . ~'gate the nature of their internal motion, if any.

.:P- t. "e of the Silicones - Facts and Theories. (Rl)

T : nosiloxane polymers (silicones) consist of silicon and oxygen

fit Mt3 1:n. e ilternately into long chains, networks, or rings, with organic

siutst tu-n"* ,:tched to the silicon atoms in sufficient numbers to make the
-i.. I .I n, as shown below. O\

,.-Y 5L - 0 '

0

C 3 C" H

CC

Ch'3
/
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The most common substituents in the commercial polymers are methyl groups,

although ethyl and phenyl groups are also used in some applications.

A consideration of the structural formulas makes certain properties

of the silicones, such as their heat resistance, seem logical, especially when

we recall the great strength of the silicon-oxygen bond. However, many other

properties are not so readily e7plained; properties such as the abnormally low

boiling points, high molar volumes, small temperature coefficients of viscosity,

high compressibility, and the inherently low tensile strength of silicone rubber

for a given molecular weight. These properties, when considered as a group, lead

to one definite conclusion: that the intermolecular attraction of the silicone

polymers is unusually low. Two hypotheses Iave been advanced to explain this

behavior.

Roth and Harker, on the basis of their x-ray diffraction studies on

octamethylipiropentasiloxane (formula 4, Figure 1), postulate that the 81-0-Si

bond angle is easily deformed, thus allowing the methyl groups to undergo consider-

able motion. In the long chain polymers, this would allow considerable rotation

about the Si-O bonds. The methyl groups would then occupy an effective volume

much larger than their actual volume, their rapid motion preventing the close

approach of neighboring molecules, and thereby decreasing the intermolecular

attraction The easy deformation of the Si-O-Si bond angle is attributed to

the high ionic character of the Si-O bond (51% by electronegativity values or

the infrared spectra (Rl, p. 113-4)) which would result in a decrease in the

directional character of the bond. Since this hypothesis considers the presence

of siloxane linkages to be the fundamental cause of the low intermolecular

attraction, it is significant that replacement of the oxygen atoms by -C 2-

groups changes the properties of the resulting substances (silmethylenes) towards

those expected for pure organic compounds (Bl, 81).
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The theory advanced 1,y Pauling (Pl) is that the silicone chains are able

to coil and uncoil as the temperature decreases or increases. At low tempera-

, tures, the molecules are tightly coiled into spheres, and there is little inter-

ference to flow. As the temperature is increased the chains begn to uncoil and

snarl, and the resultant interference to flow will at least partially compensate

for the effect of increased thermal agitation.

Fox, Taylor, and Zisman (Fl) have used this hypothesis to explain the

results of their studies of thin silicone films on water. They conclude that

the chains are able to coil and uncoil reversibly with changes in temperature,

and that the coils will contain six to seven - (CH3 ) 2 SiO - units per turn.

This agrees with the unit of flow deduced from viscosity measurements (RI, p.111-2).

They conclude that the compactness of the coils will be limited by steric hindrance,

so that the methyl silicones will have the mbst compact chains. Their explanation

of the ease with which the silicone chains coil is also on steric grounds. They

feel that the larger size of the Si atom compared to carbon facilitates the coil-

ing process.

Both these theories have been subjected to some criticism. Pauling has

pointed out that there is reason to doubt Roth and Harker's interpretation of

their x-ray diffraction studies mentioned above. He states (P2):

"Roth and Harker carried out their calculations with use for the methyl

group of the x-ray scattering factor for the fluorine atom... It has been found

that the scattering factor for the carbon atom, as given by theoretical calcula-

tions, serves well for the carbon atom in the methyl group, except that a small

correction is needed at very small diffraction angles. The scattering factor far

the fluorine atom is between 1.5 and 2 times as great as that for the carbon atom,

and it is accordingly not surprising that Roth and Harker were unable to get satis-

factory agreement between observed and calculated intensities without making some
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additional correction. The correction that they introduced was that of using

a temperature factor corresponding to an abnormally great libration of a methyl

group. This temperature factor cuts down the scattering factor for fluorine to

approximately the correct value for the carbon atom. In other words, the elec-

tron distribution for a fluorine atom with a large temperature coefficient is

just about correct for a methyl group with a normal temperature coefficient .....

"The foregoing statements would not, or course, be Justified if Roth

and Harker had been required to assign an abnormal motion to the methyl group

only in the transverse directions, with a normal temperature coefficient in the

directions along the bonds. However, they themselves state (R3) 'Within the

limits of the available data, the correction could probably be represented as

a specific temperature factor applied to the CH3 groups, that is, exp (-BCH3

(sin , )?), but this would seem incorrect since it implies abnormally large

amplitudes for silicone methyl stretching vibrations.' Thus an isotropic

temperature coefficient correction for the fluorine scattering factors would,

according to Roth and Harker, agree with their data. This isotropic tempera-

ture correction multiplied into the fluorine scattering factor gives, however,

just the correct scattering factor for the methyl group ....... Roth and Harker

have not presented evidence to show that there is an abnormally great librational

notion of the methyl groups relative to the siloxane nucleus in the pentasiloxane

molecule........

When considering the Pauling hypothesis, it should first be pointed out

that the viscosities of the silicone oils vary not only with temperature but

also with the length of the chain (Rl, p.86). The Pauling hypothesis would

require that the temperature coefficient for the uncoiling process be of the

precise value necessary to reduce the effect of thermal agitation to that re-

quired by the experimental data. This would mean that this temperature coeffi-

cient would also have to vary In a regular fashion with the length of the chain.



Such a situatlo would be highly coincidental. 'Furthermore, his hypothesis

apparently does not offer a satisfactory explanation for the high molar volume.

Pauling states (P2): "The low intermolecular attraction is, I think, not due

to an abnormally large distance between the surface groups of the molecules.

If molecules are coiled into a globular shape, there will result a lover inter-

molecular attraction than if they have an extended shape." However, the reported

values for the molar volumes seem high (El, p.110-1) and are nearly the same for

both the linear polymers and for the cyclic compounds for which no coiling pro-

cess is apparent.

The explanation of the properties of the silicones in terms of their

structure is thus still in some doubt, and it is felt that the situation can

be at least partially clarified by the method about to be described.

C. The Application of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Absorption.

The theory of this technique will be described in considerable detail in

the next section. Inasmuch as the method is relatively new, the discussion given

there has been written on the assumption that the material covered is totally

unfamiliar to the reader, and has been made as nearly self-contained as possible.

The remainder of this section will give only a very brief outline of the nature

of the phenomenon.

Nuclei which possess a magnetic moment will, when placed in a magnetic

field, go into one of several possible energy levels whose separation depends

on the magnitude of the field and of the magnetic moment of the nucleus. Accord-

ing to the Bohr postulate there will be a certain frequency associated with the

energy difference between these levels, and an oscillating field of this frequency

irradiating these nuclei will cause them to undergo transitions between the pos-

sible energy states. In this process energy will be absorbed from the irradiat-

ing field, ant the characts- of the absorption curve as a function of frequency

is determined by the atomic configuration: .rn the sample. More important to this
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research is the fact that the character of the absorption is extremely sensitive

to translational or rotational motion of the nuclei in the sample. Rotation or

tunneling at frequencies far too loy to affect the specific heat of the material

causes pronounced changes in the width and shape of the absorption line.

The application of this technique to the problem of the silicones should

be apparent. If the type of motion postulated by Roth and Harker actually occurs,

it will certainly affect the nature of the absorption lines obtained from silicone

samples. The method is particularly valuable in connection with these materials

because the protons of the methyl groups are the only nuclei (nthe ttvnn S.-,

relative abundance 4.7%) which have nuclear magnetic moments otner thin zero.
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11. THZF TMM OF NUZ5A 3 M C OWN-,I laSORPTION AS

AB 2 APPLW TOU I= YTIGA r i ON

A. The M"- - .- :Y Ol

The nuc'.esr mg eic divole In a field - clsial picture. (P.)

Let us c,:na. er the ancleys am a spherical, charged pat -r le. (['less ca] theory

predict.s tn~It Lry notion of the electrical charge vill g.:7e rise t-, a magnetic

flee A: .h#rIs not uareasomable to assue that any magnetic prnperties

--hich a nucleus may have are due to circulation of tbi nu:ienr charge9 within

thp nucleus 'tnelf. We now postulate that the nucle; L 3.Inning about some

given xzic. i wil hm have angular momatm, which we will designate -,

the magnit .d- ana .lirectiom of this vector domting the magnitude o the angular

momentum and the d :rectim of the aZi abot which the si.in c:urs. This spin

and the -ruiticn .f the charge of the particle will give rise to a magnetic

field. i .e msArmnt that the particle is a spherical shell with its mass -

and charge distribited uiforly over the mface of tne shell this field

turns out to be ident ical with that produced by a suml . bar magnet whose magnetic

moment ,'. , is giiven by:

__. 2 . -

(i-i)~ in velocity of it

It is not surprisa" that the @tlc m ats of actual nuclei do not

agree with 'he predLctioru of this simpe piotwe. However, the disagreement

is foimd to be only one of XiRitWe end S Mssib the sign of the constant relat-

Ing - . We Mr theefore ewNite m (i-i) as:
/

(1-2)awaAC

(1-3) ./ = :L-=. -". eq, e,,.
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In threae e represents the electronic or proton charge in e.s.u.,

.,, t or, ass in grams, and 7 ie a c.nstant, sometimes referre.. to

t ratio, which must be determined empirically. lie have also

Int.r ' - c t.!ear mapneton/.4 , since nuclear magnetic moments are usually

ePpres:ed i' : -nts of this quantity. Despite the fact that equation (1-2)

utilizes ths rrot-rn mass and charge it is valid for all nuclei, any dependence

of the mzv'etic moment on the mass and charge of other nuclei being incorporated

into the factor .•

17%, 1: ti i. nuclear magnet be placeu in a magnetic field , the field

will exert t tcql2,e on the magnet,

This torq,.. tends to pull the magnet into alignment with the field. However,

the fnct '*h-% .:.c nucleus is spinning an additional interaction which causes

the followint, result. Newton's law of rotational motion states that the

rate of chanre )f angular momentum

of a body, , is equal to the

torque applied. The angular momentum

of the nucleus is of course due to its

spin. Thus, from equations (1-2) and

/

Fib:-C 2
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Xquation (1-5) is that of a vector 'f constant magnitude processing about

an is collinear with , ith an angular velocity -. , given by:

(1-6) 2'

WC is known as the Laruor precession frequency.

The potential energy of this nuclear magnet n the presence if the

magnetic field is expressed, except for an additive constant, by:

This is in agreement vith our expectation that the energy of the nucleus will

be at a minimum when the nuclear magnet is aligned with the field and at a

minimum when the nuclear magnet and the field are opposed. We have also learned

froze equation (1-5 ) that the torque produced by the field on a nuclear magnet

gives rise only to a precession of,,v around t , without any change in the

orientation (expressed by & ) of ,2' with respect to We should therefore

expect the energy of zhe nucleus in the field to be determined by the orientation

which it had at the instant the field was applied; in other words, all values

of /from-,A to should be equally probable.

2. The restrictions of the &uantum theory. We have seen that, classically

there is a continuous spectrum of energies wt ich a nucleus could have in a

magnetic field. If this were true, there could be no resonance absorption. In

this and the following section we shall point out the effect of quantum theory

on the results of the previous section, deferring the more detailed quantum treat-

ment to a later section.

According to quan4um theory, the angular momentum of a particle is

restricted to certain definite valea, which are expressible in terms of the
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antity * .Furthermore, the projection of on a specified exis is also

rquansized. We will select as this axis the direction of the field The

maximum value of the :omponent of p along 9 is the quantity known as the

nuclear spin T defined by;

may have either integral or half-integral values and will have a single

Tharacteristis value for a particular nuclear species. The permitted values

for A are givez by

(2-2) :7 n )q-__! ; - -i ' XZ+i, -I-

so that there are 2I+I possible values for j Because of the propor-

tionality ofj rd t he possible values o will also be restricted.

Combining eqa .o:.a 2-2) a,,A 1I-2) we find that

and from eqvation (1-7)

-4, "-y

Thus the qu rtum theory predicts the existence of discrete values of the

potential ePergy of the nucleus in a magnetic field. These energy levels are

equall7 spaced, with a separation

t2-5) 'd = 4 -2<

3 Resonance Abr n According to the Bohr postulate, transitions

between two states separatend by enegy will be accompanied by emission or

absorption of radiation at a frequency determined by the relation
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Classically we found that the energy spectrum was continuous. Under such

conditions, AI4 and (A) would also be continuous. However, the quantum theory

predicts discrete energy levels, and therefore discrete values for A a

These values are further limited by the selection rules governing transitions

between the energy levels a , which state that only transitions in which

4 =AJ are permitted. Since the energy levels are equally spaced, A#

and hence 4) , will actually be restricted to a single value. This is the

resonance condition. From equations (2-5) and (3-1) we find that the resonance

frequency is

(3-2) =1.

which on comparison with equation (1-6) proves to be identibal with the Larmor

precession frequency.

The actual values of 4) are seen to depend on the external field

and on , a constant for the particular nuclear species under consideration.

In general, the field strengths attainable in the laboratory will not exceed

10,000 gauss, and the values of t usually fall in the range from 0.5-6. The

resonance frequencies of most nuclei will thus lie in the region from one to

fifty megacycles, which is in the ordinary radiofrequency range. As a result

the techniques and equipment used to detect resonance absorption are usually

quite similar to those employed in commercial and amateur radio work.

4. The effect of a precessing magnetic field. We have found that a

nucleus in a magnetic field /lr, will undergo precession due to the combined

action of its own spin and the torque produced by the interaction of and

the nuclear magnetic moent , •

K
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Let us now apply a small

magnetic field P rotating with angular

frequency W in the plane perpendicular

to / -The torque produced by

Vi tends to tip the vector 2 , as shown in

Ef feet Figure 3. However, if 40 differs appreci-

ably from 4). , the Larmor frequency, the

relative orientation of and 4) will

change with time. When has the orien-

tation -- ., the torque which it

exerts on , c will be opposite to that which

it exerted previously. Thus the time average

effect of
llil effe ..of will be zero.

Figure 3

If and will always retain the same relative orientation,

and the torque exerted by L will always act in the same direction. The

probability that it will tip 'A into a new orientation with respect to

will now be appreciable. The new orientation will have to be one of those per-

mitted by the quantum conditions imposed on10 so that the energy absorbed

or emitted when the transition takes place will fulfill the resonance conditions

discussed previously.

We have considered the small field , as rotating about , . This

is not practicable experimentally. However, we can easily apply an alternating

magnetic field simply by placing the sample inside a solenoid through which a

current is passing. Let us assume that the axis of this coil lies along the

x-axis. The field produced by the coil will be,

Q4a-li

A 0
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However this can also be expressed as the sum of two fields

Cm9 I)h Cos ot

(14-2) ;

Each of these two fields rotates about the z-axis, but in opposite directions.

When W 6)0 one of these two fields will rotete in the same direction as

and will be capable of inducing transitions. The other will rotate in the wrong

direction and will be ineffective. '9, . the oacillat-lg field will produce a

rotating or circularly polarized field whose effective magnitude will be -L ,

but whose frequency of rotation will be the same as , frequency of oscillation

of te applied field.

5. A more detailed quantum-mechanical treatment. In our previous dis-

cussion we have made several assumptions concerning the quantum restrictions

on the classical description <.- tn- magae tc propertixs of the nucleus. In

order to justify these assimptions ann pert ciarly -to derive the probabilities

of transitions between the energy levels, we mast consider the quantum-mechanical

description of our system.

The wave function P() , which is an accurate representation of our
system must of course satisfy the t.ime-dependent Schrbdinger equation

where V is the Heliawionian operator. We are consdering oniy th- energy

of interaction of trne n:l.r magnetic moment with an external magnetic field;

we will a sume tha- al2 otner fectors such as translational energy or electronic

magnetic momer'.- drr absert, or r such 1s to adi only a constant term. In

this te.s-e a.r..tonar. operator .i simp"

(5-2) " T.



where

is the spin angular momentum vector operator which can be seen from

equation (1-2) to be related to the ordinary angular momentum operator by the

relation -7

We shall assume that our magnetic field is composed of a strong constant

field O , and a small time-depej,!nt field in the plane perpendicular to the

strong field. Thus in Cartesian coordinates

Then, from equation (5-2)

where , and r are the spin operators for the components of the

total spin Now let us briefly recall some of the properties of angular

momentum operators (E-.1), and consider first the operator

This operator will commute with each of the operators , and

although these operators will not commute with each other. It will thus be

possible to find a set of eigenfunctions 0 , which will be eigenfunctions of

both and Assuming these functions are known, we may write:

Retttrring to our original problem, we may treat this by perturbation

theory by separating our Hamiltonian into a time-independent part -- ' and

j a time-dependent perturbation , so that:

(AX .,



Since eis independent of time it will have a solution of the form

(5-8) ' o= ' ~

where E is the energy of the various eigensiates of the system. From

equations (5-6), (5-7), and (5-8); we find:

which agrees with equalfon '2-.o ' are the energy levels for the un-

perturbed system with the set of eigenfunctioas 4 which are independent of time

Under the influence of the small perturbing .l, a nucleus which was

originally in one of the states represented by a particular 0 may undergo

transitions to some other state The wave function , which describes

the whole system may be expanded in terms of any complete set of eigenfunctions,

and for this purpose we shall ilect the set O for the unperturbed energy

levels, incorporating the tine dependence into the coefficients of the individual

S We will assume that )is normalized, as are the unperturbed eigen-

functions. Since the latter functions are also orthogonal, we have the relations:

(5-12) C,

Thus the product represents the probability that the nucleus will be

in the state ? n t time t In order to evaluate the constants we must

consider the effect of the perturbation Substituting equation (5-i0) into

(5-1) and -ing equations (5-7) and '5-8), we find:

(5-13) 2 C4. # ' =C,
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This may be reduced to a set of simultaneous equations by multiplying equation

(5-13) by each in turn and using equation (5-11). Thus

(5-14) __4 6

and LIindividually do not have the functions as eigenfunctions.

However, it can be shown that (3-1):
+&

( (515) )+

Therefore: -- /

(5-16) A4

it is now possible to evaluate the functions N. /)which become:

(5 17 to,/I~ oe -r/~ r-f+ W 7.), ' ) T ( , k

Before using these relations which are required in the summation in equation

(5-14), we must remember that the is are orthonormal. Thus there are

only two terms in the summation which do not vanish, those for which M wk q 1

We have thus Justified the selection rule we previously stated, A =i.

quation (5-14) now takes the form:

= d(. ; a = , //, 1-- M c -+ r +,J -.) 10
-14 + 1M+ r -P.],~

7and/r may be replaced by their equivalents from equation (4--2b), to yield:

4~r-i?7, + e4
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We no have a get of s8laeo first order diffeential Wilations

involving the coefficients Since ve sball be cocerued. -o17 w th na:-ei

whose spin is J, we sall solve the equatio (5-19) Oly for this Specia' case.

lovever, the solutions for I> c can be obtained from this case by tre method

of Majorana (X-i). When I=-- , n can have only the values . Thug

we will have only two equations:

dt -

These equations are similar to those obtained by'Ramsey (R-h). y may be

solved by converting one or the other equation into a second orier IzIfferential

equation (differentiatihg once more with respect to time), which may be made a

f1snction of only one of the C 'I by proper swtiltxtics from equation (5-20).

Th resulting equation my then be solved by standard methods aid the solution

uwed to fInd the other C from the proper equation of (3-20). '4hn the arbitrary

casta s are evaluated In term of the initial values of the coefficients C 0/

aMdC.4(o) (at -0 )the inal soluti ore:

Cp2 (0 C0 L CsaVs , /

SMaa ohm frox A*e elqatle tM9 the probabl0llt 1e are the

0m tVe u ltrassit ~j-.- #a lo 4t us aei that initially
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the nucleus .3 , the state + ; i.e.C,(1)C*(O). Then after time

the probab.7-ty :hat the nucleus will be found in the other state, - , is

-iVei by ; the probability that it is still in the state 0- is C CR

Then a. tame

an. " 1 , in agreement with equation (5-12).

n tLe o'rer *., if the nucleus is originally in the state - - , then

C-p('o) =1 ,and we find after time t ,

, . -fine the symbol Ye _ R as the probability that a

nucleus, : in the state * , will after time t be found in the

state l. efine , similarly. Then equations (5-23) and (5-2)

e and a by the values given in equation (5-22),

;e cmn 3ee 'r-. -m - equation that the probability of a transition taking place

W-411 be 71,1-7 ,.... nless Co = 0 , confirming the resonant nature of the

abs ,:'t..n " .e - n.

T . .... ;,T-mechanical treatment has now justified the assumptions

-:.- ,.. has also shown that the transition probabilities are equal

."-r :~t .. i or induced emission in the presence of a radiation field.
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In order to obtain a net absorption of energy there must always be an excess

of nuclei in the lover energy state. Such a situation can exist only if a

relaxation mechanism is available to remove the energy absorbed from the radia-

tion field.

6. Relaxation mechanisms. In the absence of a magnetic field, a sample

containing Ao nuclei which have a magnetic moment will have these nuclei

distributed equally among the possible spin states. When a strong permanent

magnetic field is applied, each spin state will have a different energy due to

the coupling of the spin with the fiel&o The new equilibrium number of nuclei

for each state will now depend on the Boltzmann fat, : for that state. For the

case of only two energy levels

(6-1) A/ = e A4 0 =A"

Before the field was applied, the tVo states had equal energy, so /v_4

In the presence of the field, this condition of equality would require that

the temperature of the spin system be infinite. The spin system must therefore

interact with the surrounding lattice in order to "cool down" to the temperature

of the lattice.

We have seen that a rotating or oscillating magnetic field at a nucleus

will produce transitions. However, we have only considered an externally

applied field. It is also possible for fluctuating magnetic fields to be pro-

duced by the lattice, by thermal vibrations or rotations of the nuclei in the

sample, by Brownian motion in liquids, or by the components of electronic spins

or orbital moments if these are present. Such fields will produce transitions,

the energy involved being exchanged between the nuclear spin system and the

thermal reservoir of the surrounding lattice. It is possible, in principle, to

calculate a transition probability for the interactions between the lattice and
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the spin system. However, these interactions are providing a thermal mechanism

to equalize the temperatures of the lattice and the spins, so it is appropriate

to weight the calculated probability with the Boltzmann factor of the final

state to which the transition takes place. Let us call the computed transition

probability I . Then the total probability of transition is given by:W/ + =V'- l-,y2 -1k T'"

(6-2)

Now let us again consider oar n,Iclear spin system in a magnetic field

At equilibrium, in the absence of the weak oscillating field, the number of

transitions "up" and "down" must be equal; thus

(6-3) N,,e +AYe~~

If the system is not in equilibrium, it will exchange energy with the lattice

in such a manner as to approach equilibrium. Let us call the excess number of

nuclei in the lover state , so that-

(6-4) -- / -N-,k

Then we express the approach of , to its equilibrium value by

the Vactor 2 being used because 1 changes by 2 for each transition. The

exponents in equation (6-2) are ordinarily very small, so the approximation

e +- X will be extremely good in this case. Using this approximation and

uubstituting the equations %6-2) into (6-5), we obtain:

6-6) = W2 .
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where = A/,/ Then the solution of this equation is:

(6-7) 7

Thus we learn that equilibrium is established exponentially, with a characteristic

time,

(6-8) T I
/2W

known as the spin-lattice (thermal') relaxation time.

Theroretical calculations of /7 and their correlation with experi-

mentally observed values have offered a new insight into the nature of the solid

state. The details of some of these studies may be found in references (B-2),

(B-3), and (W-i). For the purposes of this investigation it will suffice to

remember that relaxation mechanisms exist and that the efficiency of these

mechanism as measured by the relaxation time frequently sets a limit on the

possibility of detecting nuclear magnetic resonance absorption.

B. The Macroscopic Viewpoint.

1. General. Our previous discussion has been largely microscopic,

dealing with the individual nucleus and using the methods and results of quantum

mechanics. In actual fact we will be working experimentally with a macroscopic

sample containing many nuclei. Furthermore, the experimental technique involves

the detection of resonance absorption by its effect on the electrical character-

istics of a coil. We must, therefore, relate the quantum-mechanical resu l

obtained previously to the macroscopic experimental conditions, which are best

described in terms of classical magnetic theory and electronic circuit theory.

2. The Bloch equations. Let us consider that we have a sample containing

nuclei per unit volume. We shall assume that thermal equilibrium has been

established between the nuclear magnetic dipoles and the lattice, in an external
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magnetic field, -O . The sample will then have a resultant magnetic moment
4W

per unit volume given by:

where is the nuclear magnetic susceptibility per unit volume (Curie

susceptibility. The value of o can be derived in terms of the quantities

used in part A (P-3). For nuclei of spin

(2-2) X( =

This static susceptibility of the nuclear magnetism is extremely small,

more than 1,000 times smaller than the ever-present diamagnetic susceptibility

due to the electron shells of the atoms. We shall see, however, that when

resonance absorption occurs, the susceptibility will be increased by several

orders of magnitude.

Let us now apply a radiation field which rotates about the permanent

field in the manner already discussed. The total applied magnetic field

will have the components

(2-3) -b' "

We have already seen that for a single particle of magnetic moment, ,

the torque applied by the field can be expressed as

and, from equations (1-2) and (1-5), part A,

(2-5)
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It is a fact that the qliantum-mechanical expectation value for the time

derivative of an operator (in this caseA") follows the classical equations

of motion. Therefore, we are allowed to carry the expression (2-5) over

to the macroscopic case unchanged; and the magnetic polarization /w , hich

is the sum of all the individual moments, fits the equation

(2-6) orhI

This equation describ"s th-. vffe .t of the externally applied field

on the polarization. We must also consider other interactions, the first of

which is that of spin-lattice relaxation, As pointed o-"t above, this is an

interaction which affects the total energy of the spin system. Remembering

that the energy depends only upon the component of the polarization in the

direction of the strong field (equation (1-7), part A), we may write for the

total energy,

(2-7) HO-

where IV is the z-component of the polarization At equilibrium, this has

the value /'=/Z' , (equation (2-i)). If at any time A , it will

approach this value exponentially with the characteristic relaxation time T)

as we have seen, Thus as a result, of thermal perturbations alone,

(2-8)-

the partial indicatng that this is only one of the interactions affecting

We must alio corsider the factors other than the external field that

affect h and A Such factors can be classed as spin-spin interactions

and strong field inhomogeneity In order to describe the effect of these

S factors, lei us assume that at a particular instant in time all the nuclear

moments are lined up in phase (parallel) as they precess about the strong field
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axis. If the field were pqrfectly homogeneous and each spin could be considered

K? as independent of all the othera, all the spins would precess at exactly the

same frequency, and Aix and / would have large constant values. However,

if the field is somewhat inhomogeneoug the nuzei in different parts of the

sample will have slightly differen. :armor frequensie. and will precese at slightly

different rates. Furthermore, eazh mcL r moment produces its own small magnetic

field which will aid to the strong field at, the locatioa of neighboring nuclei,

and this will have. the samt. aft:. a inhomoge.-eity _n the field. Finally, two

neighboring nuclei which have tlr E.r, t.airmor frei'ey will each produce at

the other nucleus a precesaing field at, the Larmor f: e..cy whih may cause

both nuclei to undergo a transit 4on at, the same time, 'eavMg the total spin

energy unchanged, The final resil of all ,heLA. effe;ta is to destroy the exist-

ing phase relationships between the various nii.ear spins. while leaving the

total spin energy unchanged. T *-hc ",, rroc esces will have no effect on Af'
but they will affect. A ana / , rediti.g .4e latter components to zero in

the absence of the radial, :on f*i.id, By analogy to the previou.sly discussed

effect of spin-lattice interaciions on t , Bioch !B-4) expresses the dis-

orienting effect of spin-spin int~rec.ona and field inhomogeneity on //y and

AfJ as an exponential decay relationship-

(-9) -

where the partials have tho same sigrifi:ance a&. i '?-8), and T is the

characteristic time a soc'ated with the dtsorientation process,

Combining uation' (?-6", (2-8), and '?-9), Bloch obtained the following

set of differential e;.atiox: for the components of (B- ,.

,JJ

zL<- -,,..-//;,#7 + tie-



The solution of these- eqijot or which vg v-ill Us given by Fake (P-3). He

finds for a particular solul ion:

(2-11) T i

In these equations / is t-he C 'T.> e.y~g~n~r equation (2-2),

and 64 0 ( '/~ is th !armor freiqaens%7

3. The complex W-~ tzav , r'ow fo-nd i± aolution for the

components of thi indur Pd mar,-m&A i polar -,'?a Ion. Al wever, we will be

more inro~din the magr. i iz. susa pt ib 111".vh, wh itz trhe qt~antity which

appears directly in 'he P'pr- or :!zr~ haracteristics of a coil.

It is advantageo fi- mw.'i,7 piurposer io repreaent the susseptibility

as a complex number.

The a.,piied radiation field, vhiri ip : U ai oF'rilaun~ig field along the

x-ais of our soordinatt m-- b r-pr's-t i ae tAie real part of a

complex quantity^

(3-2)

Then the obs-Arvab.' Iag, -. q icr wi1 b-e th rea.L part of the complex product A I

(3-.3) -Ni he~-~t
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Thus, 1 sPrOPOIt Or rthk. 1 z' ion which is

out-off-phase vi-,n i~n rr> 'i- o v-3) and (2-11)

%3-4/

wh' re S Fr--- r

(3c -/''YA r wo en

cases , whe~re'*-

7 -'
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In Figure i we have plott,#e ' (the nuclear dispersion) and ;< (the nuclear

absorption) against the dimer.Jonless quantity o = T)O-0). The absorption

curve illustrates quite clearly the resonant nature of the absorption phenomenon.

The half-width of the line (one-half the frequercy separation between the points

at which the amplitude of ' -5ne-half ita maximum value) will be equal to
, because at these points, 7/.-f=i, Thus is a measre of the

line width and, as cat be eeon from equation t3-6), is also a determining factor

for the peak amplitude. snon that the area under the curve

is a constant for a given 2o and A,-, When spin-spin interactions are

small (in liquid or gaaeoua eamples), .7 -1i. rmined solely by the

magnetic field inhomogeneity, vhich then becomes of considerable importance in

attaining good signal atrengtns or in pre.' ision deter':.a sons of resonance

frequen,. Les.

Now let us cons:der 'ipr, n Otlka is no longer negligible.

This will be the case f'or I".- . " ." .. or fairly strong radia-

tion fields. Cons ideraton of' .e . t r, -O'i shows that when 5 becomes signi-

fial+., the maximum valus. ot A e / are dezreased. Furthermore, the

w 4Th of the absorption ?.urv4 ' 1.ncreased, since at one-half maximum

will also te de. 5r is increased. If we substitute

for r in equation (, -5' Its vaiua - el aption f2-2), we find:

(3-7) /7f 4T' )-

where > f-( . 5) :..fl b- considered to define an effective spin temperature.

Thus the effect of too-lsrge radiation fields or inefficient spin-lattice re-

laxation me~hanisme (long .. i to ircreaee the temperature of the spin

(' system and reduce the available s g al strength. Under these conditions the

spin system is said to be Patureting, and 5 will be the measure of the saturation.
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4. Comparison of the microscopic and macroscopic viewpoints: the

power absorbed by the sample. We can now show that the two approaches we have

taken lead to the same expression for the power absorbed by the sample from the

radiation field. Pake (P-3) treats the absorption in a manner analogous to the

problem of hysteresis losses in a transformer, for which case the power absorbed

is

,2 7r

where the integral represents the power absorbed per cycle of the radiation

field. Using the real parts of the complex field and. :omplex induced polariza-

tion (equation (3-3)), he evaluates this expression as:

(4-2)

where is given by equation (3-k), and W, replaces 4d because it is only

in the region around /)J, that ( does not vanish.

Turning again to the results of part A, we have found an expression

for the transition probability (equation (5-30)),

-~3) R , I'&-.- AR

This expression is identical to that obtained by Bloembergen (B-2, p.25). By

considering that the absorption line shape can be described by a function A ,

such that the line shape is considerably broader than the frequency spectrum

of the applied rdiation field, Bloembergen was able to derive an expression for

the power absorbed, which in our nomenclature becomes:

2 R1
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where 4 is the number of surplus nuclei in the lower state. Neglecting

saturation effects, we may replace ) by its equilibrium value /-=

Making the further substitutions of ro- ° , and % , equation (2-2),

we will obtain:

This will be identical with equation (4-2) if we assume that the shape function

has the form

(4-6)

which is the shape appropriate to a damped oscillator. Since this shape is

frequently encountered both theoretically and experimentally in magnetic re-

sonance absorption studies, we may feel Justified in using it here. Thus we

find that both the microscopic and macroscopic viewpoints lead to the same

expressions for the nuclear susceptibilities.

5. Detection of the absorption: the tuned circuit. We have finally

reached the point where we may begin to consider the magnetic resonance absorp-

tion in terms of the actual experimental conditions. We have a coil which forms

the inductive part of a tuned circuit. The sample is placed in the coil, which

is situated so that its axis is at right angles to the direction of the field

of a permanent magnet. Let us assume that the circuit is tuned to electrical

resonance at all times as the frequency of the applied signal is swept through

te Larmor frequency 60, We may represent the circuit as shown in Figure 5.

C2IY

Fyz '5

Fl a-
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In this circuit, Rs is the equivalent shunt resistance of the tuned circuit,

and is composed of the actual resistance of the coil (exclusive of that produced

by nuclear magnetic resonance absorption), the resistance of the capacitor and

the assoclated wiring, and the equivalent pure resistive impedance of the

resonant circuit formed by L and C . We will assume that the inductance

has the value Z. when all the contributions to it except that of the

nuclear susceptibilities are included. Then we may write:

where is the filling factor representing the fraction of the energy in

the coil that is actually stored in the sample. Its value depends on the

homogeneity of /Z and on the ratio of the volume of the sample to the total

volume enclosed by the coil, so it is always less than unity.

The admittance Y , of the resonant circuit is the reciprocal of the

impedance and is given by:

When the circuit is tuned to electrical resonance, &) =

If we replace Z by its equivalent expression, equation (5-1), and make use

of the fact that /4?r /«, we may rewrite the admittance at electrical

resonance as:

(3I4__

We have already found that % vanishes except when P) 4( , so when this

condition is not fulfilled the input admittance of the circuit is simply kk
When r , we must include the effect produced by ( . In this cas

( ) +

IZ
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The imaginary part of the susceptibility, ,produces a small change in the
inutcodutac , Io= 'input conductanceof the ted circuit Thus the experimental

problem simply involves the detection of a small increase in the conductance:

The effect of is to shift the resonant frequency slightly. It can be shown

that this shift is:

(5-6) Vr . 7 r

It is possible to detect either the effects of Z' or ' by the

proper choice of the experimental conditions. Let us assume that the circuit

g :,of Figue is supplied with a constant current oThe voltage developed

across the terminals a- 6 will be:

: or

where V - , and 9.- S" If the frequency of the applied current is

swept through the Larmor frequency with the circuit maintained at electrical

resonance at all times, the voltage across the circuit will decrease slightly

at and around the Larmor frequency. In actual practice the strong magnetic

field is modulated with a low-frequency component which has a magnitude of a

few guass. This introduces a periodic variation in the Larmor frequency of the

nuclei. The voltage developed across the tuned circuit will vary periodically

as the Laruor frequency is swept back and forth through the electrical resonant

frequency, and the voltage can be detected and amplified by ordinary electronic

methods. If the amplified voltage is then applied to the vertical plates of an

oscilloscope, the oscilloscope trace will reproduce the signal appearing across

7 the tuned circuit.
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Equation (5-8) shows that around the resonance frequency V will

differ from V in amplitude by an amount proportional to Z1 and will differ

in phase by an amount proportional to X . Each effect is best studied

independently, so a way must be found to separate the two. One method frequently

used is that of a bridge circuit. The signal from the current source is fed

to both halves of the bridge, one containing the sample coil and the other con-

taining a dummy coil, all other components remaining the same. The voltages

developed the two tuned circuits are recombined before being amplified. The

phases and amplitudes of the two signals can then be adjusted so that the result-

ing signal is proportional to either or Z' independently. Such methods

are described by Pake (P-3) and Bloembergen (B-2, B-3), and will not be considered

further here.

The method used in this research is that first developed by Pound and

Knight (P-5). In their radiofrequency spectrometer the sample is placed in

the coil of the tank circuit of an oscillator. The oscillation level is kept

very low and under this condition it becomes very sensitive to changes in the

conductance of the tank circuit. The frequency of the oscillator is varied by

changing the capacitance of the tank circuit. The strong magnetic field is

modulated in the same manner as was previously mentioned, so the Larmor frequency

of the sample nuclei is swept back and forth through the electrical resonance

frequency of the oscillator. This yields a periodic variation of the oscillation

level, which under ordinary conditions is determined only by

6. The oscillator as a detector. The oscillator is now serving in a

dual capacity, as a power source for the radiation field and also as a detector

of nuclear magnetic resonance absorption. A fairly detailed treatment of its

operation is thus required, and for this treatment we will follow Watkins'
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analysis of the circuits (W-1). The basic circuit of the oscillator is given

I.' below:

+m'6

FF

Figure 6.

The operation of the oscillator can be described qualitatively as

j follows. An oscillating voltage present at e will produce an oscillating

voltage across Kby controlling the current through the first half of the

: oscillator tube. The voltage at K will be in phase with the applied voltage

at G, . Since the cathode is common to both halves of the tube, and G

is kept at ground potential, the voltage at P2 will also be in phase with G, ,

as shown by the waveforus. Thus the voltage fed back through r will be in

phase with the voltage already present at G, and will sustain the oscillations.

By proper adjustment of r and R 1  , the feedback is made just sufficient to

inaintain the oscillations at a very low level.

In order to give a quantitative description of the operation of this

circuit, it will first be necessary to transform it into ts equivalent

K K
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constant current generator circuit. This has been doa ia two steps,

I

Figure 7.

(a) (b

AN'

(a) (b)

= f/q) = the equivalent constant-current generator

for the second half of the oscillator tube.

Y'- the internal plate resistance of the second half

of the tube, a characteristic of the tube only.

s the equivalent shunt resistance of the tuned circuit.

Figure 7.

Figure 7 (a) is the equivalent circuit of the oscillator as it appears from

P . We have already pointed out that the current through the second half

of the tube will be determined by the potential /V- , applied to 4 . It

is very difficult to determine an explicit relationship for i because of

the complicated nature of the circuit. We shall later assume that it may be

represented as a power series in A.- r

In Figure 7 (b), the equivalent circuit has been further simplified

by replacing the original current generator / by another generator / applied
'I

directly across the tuned circuit. The relation between i and k has then

been determined by adjusting the value of i so that it produces the same

current through the tuned circuit as that produced by i in Figure 7 (a).
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The differential equation for the oscillator circuit can nov be

i written in terms of the circuit of Figure 7(b). We will express this equation

in terms of the total current flowing out of the point P , which must of course

be zero. Thus:

(6-1) i -

or

(6-2) ,

Now let us expand j-f-6r) as a power series in ,v-

(6-3) f&-)= , + ,',+....

and use the following substitutions to simplify equation (6-2):

(a) Xffol (d)~R~~
C (r+R' 2

(6-4) (b) -(e) Cr+RZ)=1(

Equation (6-2) now becomes:

(6-5) X

In the presence of resonance absorption by the sample, the shunt

conductance G= I , will change. Since we are modulating the field at a

low frequency, the variation in Gwill be periodic at the modulation fre-

quency. Let us assume that this variation will be sinusoidal. For broad lines

and a modulation amplitude appreciably less than the line width this assumption

will be approximately correct. Then:

(6-6) 1'6t= '
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AG will nov have .not the value given by equation (5-5), but some smller

value, actually one-half the peak-to-peak variation in G over one cycle of

the modulation frequency. Insertion of this result into equation (6-,) gives

us the final form for the differential equation:

(6-7) .. ..+ + 22

Watkins assumes that the solution will be of the form:

(6-8) X =L[b + az cos(kt - 0)] C Osi .'

where 6, , and are constants to be evaluated in terms of the experimental

conditions. The actual solution of the equation and the evaluation of the

constants are quite tedious, so we will give only the final result, as determined

by Watkins. He finds that the solution (equation (6-8)) is not rigorously

correct but will be highly accurate approximation for the usual conditions of

small modulation amplitude and low oscillation levels. Therefore the voltage

across the tuned circuit, considering that Ww/wr.<1, can be written as:

(6-9a) V eo----t . -in &",' t

(6-9b) where E - b

(6-9c) A ' °

(6-9d)yi 47

and
(6-9e) 6w A

We have simplified these expressions by including in the constant factors A,

and A2 the values of the circuit elements and the coefficients from the power

series expansion for f, ), since these terms are held constant at least during

the course of an experimental run.
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In'the equations (6-9), is one-half the peak radiofrequency

voltage across the tuned circuit when 6 r , the electrical resonance

frequency, is unequal to W. , the Larmor frequency. It can be seen from

equation (6-9b) to be a function of the oscillator frequency, and can thus

be expected to vary as the oscillator frequency is swept through the Larmor

frequency. This effect can be at least partially compensated by a method

which will be described in Part III. We will assume for the present thatA

is constant over the range of frequencies within which resonance absorp-

tion takes place. For a particular run, the rf amplitude will be determined

by adjustment of the proper controls.

AEj represents the amplitude of the modulation which is superimposed

on the rf amplitude by the presence of nuclear resonance absorption. It will

thus vary at the same frequency as the field modulation, and is proportional

to A6 as we should expect. Equation (6-9c) shows that it is also affected
A

by any variations in and . We have previously assumed that, exclud-

ing possible effects caused by resonance absorption, E will be constant,

and from equation (6-9e), will also be constant over the frequency range

covered by the absorption line. However, should E vary appreciably as the

line is traversed, will no longer be a faithful reproduction of the line

shape as measured by A . Such a situation is theoretically possible if the

absorption line being measured is particularly strong compared to the average
rf voltage E

The angle represents a particularly important and interesting

phenomenon from the standpoint of experimental technique. It shows that the

amplitude modulation produced by the sample is not necessarily in phase with

the applied field modulation. In general there is a phase lag, O < ,

which is determined by the oscillation level, E (equations (6-9d and e).
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Thus the phase-sensitive detector (discussed in Part III), which muot be

4 .. adjusted to the phase of the absorption-induced modulation, must be readjusted

for each new set of experimental conditions. Furthermore, any change in

during the course of a run will produce distortion in the line shape both by

its effect on (equation (6-9c)) and its effect on the adjustment of the

phase-sensitive detector.

We may sumarize the remainder of Watkins conclusions as follows.

The sensitivi.ty of the oscillator as a detector of resonance absorption will

be decreased from its optimum value by high oscillation levels which reduce

the ratio of Ad (equation (6-9c)). On the other hand very low

oscillation levels will reduce 660 , resulting again in lowered sensitivity

(by decreasing Cos ) and in phase shifts which will distort the line shape.

Except for these extreme cases the sensitivity of the oscillator is quite good;

therefore the signal-to-noise ratio obtainable in this apparatus will be deter-

mined by the oscillator circuit alone.

C. Width and Fine Structure of the Absorption Line.

1. General. The width of the absorption line produced by an isolated

nucleus in a magnetic field is very small, being determined by the ratio /'Al

which is usually less than 10-4 . However, this natural width is usually

masked by other factors leading to line broadening. In the samples studied

in this investigation only two such sources are encountered under ordinary

conditions: field inhomogeneity and spin-spin interactions. The spin-spin

interactions predominate when they are present.

In the majority of solids, the nuclei are fixed in space, especially

at low temperatures when the thermal energies are small. Under such condi-

tions the field produced at one nucleus by the magnetic moments of neighbor-
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ing nuclei will be maximized. These local fields will add to the externally
- applied field, dispersing the total field by amounts which depend on the

nuclear configuration. The observed line shapes will thus be quite broad.

If the nuclei are in motion, the local fielsvill be reduced because they

will at least partially average out over a given period of time. The extreme

case of nuclear motion will of course be that for which the sample is a liquid

or a gas, in which the thermal motion of the molecules is very rapid and com-

pletely random. The line width obtained from such samples will be determined

solely by field inhomogeneity, all spin-spin interactions averaging out over

the period of one cycle of the applied radiation field. However, there is also

an intermediate case which normally occurs only in solids. Although transla-

tional motion is prohibited, there is the possibility that the nuclei may moft

about a fixed point. Such motion includes rotation, of the whole molecule or

of a particular group about a bond, tunneling, or rotational oscillation. In

such cases, the local field will frequently be reduced from that expected for

a completely rigid configuration, but it will not necessarily average out to

zero. The observed line shape and width will then be intermediate between

that obtained from a rigid configuration and the narrow line obtained from

liquids. It is interesting to note that the frequency of such motion need not

be very great to produce changes in the line shape. Bloembergen (B-2, B-3)

states that the line width will be affected by motion of a frequency V for

which ho is of the same magnitude as the splitting of the energy levels which

in produced by spin-spin interactions. Since the splitting is usually of the

order of 10 to 20 guass at the most, the frequency of motion required to cause

changes in the line shape is usually less than 80 Kc.

The observed shape and width of the absorption line will depend on the

nuclear configuration. For the simple cases of two or three nuclei which are

relatively isolated from the other magnetically active nuclei, the line shape
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may exhibit fine structure; and the fine structure may give considerable

information about the internuclear distances and orientations. However, more

complex arrangements of the nuclei will not show fine structure. Furthermore,

the existence of fine structure may be masked by the comulative effect of more

distant nuclei. It is then necessary to resort to the quantity known as the

second moment in order to compare the experimentally observed lines vith those

predicted by theory. The theoretical second moment can be rigorously calculated

from an expression derived by Van Vleck, vhich will be presented in the next

section.

In this investigation we have been dealing primarily with the protons

in methyl groups, which form a triangular configuration. The remainder of

part C will be devoted to the derivation of the line shapes and second moments

to be expected from such a configuration, both for rigid crystalline lattices

and for configurations involving certain specific types of motior.

2. The second moment. The second moment of an absorption line is

defined as:

(2-1) (V2 = A
where V, is the resonant frequency (Larmor frequency) for the external

magnetic field, and Js) is a shape function describing the line. The second

moment therefore represents a weighted average over the line shape.

The expression given above is that appropriate to the experimental

technique of using a fixed magnetic field and a varying radiation frequency.

However, most published work on line shapes has been done using a fixed radio-

frequency and a varying magnetic field. Since the resonant frequency is

liaearly proportional to the external field, the results obtained by one tech-

nique can easily be expressed in terms of the other through use of the rela-K > tiou \o 
=

. The second moment is then expressed as:



(2-2) -

o66

The second moment of an experimentally observed line can readily

be determined by graphical integration. The experimentally recorded curves

give the first derivative of the absorption line, in terms of which the uecod

moment-can be written (G-1):

j(&s ______i/ - M - o1fik.) df t
(2-3) (4/2 .r

The values to be reported here were computed by the use of Simpson's rule, and

were determined separately over the two halves of the line as a check on the

accuracy of the results.

The experimental second moments can be checked against theoretically

computed values which are obtainable from a formula of Van Vleck (V-1).

His expression is:

-4 (4H2/ E (x .*O p 1-;2aJ~ 0

where:

(2-5) (4 V,2(' ;2) 2

In these equations, .fand are the nuclear spin and gyromagnetic ratio

for the nuclei which are at resonance; 1 and R are the nuclear spin and

gyromagnetic ratio for other magnetically significant nuclei in the sample;

and are the internuclear distance between nuclei 4 and 6 and the

angle between this internuclear direction and the external field. Al is

the number of nuclei at resonance in the molecule or subgroup to which the

spin-spin interactions are considered to be confined. We are considering the
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protons in methyl groups, and as approximations we shall consider that there

C' is no interaction between protons of different groups or between protons and

other magnetically active nuclei in the sample. Thus we are considering an

isolated methyl group, for which L?.--p r-5 M8, IV=3, =,5 o j yO'24

erg/gauss. Equation (2-4) now becomes:

(2-6) (A14) 2  9 . (3co19, / 2 r

where rl' is now given in Rngstrom units.

Equation (2-6) may now be used to calculate a theoretical second

moment for any assumed configuration of the methyl group. The angle factor

permits the determination of the molecular orientation in single crystals,

or it may be averaged for crystal powders. However, its chief importance in

this investigation is that it permits the determination of motion of the methyl

groups, such motion usually causing a decrease in the theoretical second moment

when the eagle factor is properly averaged over the motion.

3. Fine structure for a triangular configuration of nuclei - quantum-

mechanical treatment. The Hamiltonian operator for a system of three identical

nuclei is (A-l):

where:

22

(3i2 is the spin operator for the -component of the i th spin: L and

are total spin operators; and e is the angle between r,. , the vector

connecting nuclei L and j , and the external field , along the I -axis.

We my treat this problem by perturbation theory, considering the spin-spin

interaction term as a perturbation. The wave functions for the unperturbed
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energy levels will then be separable into products of three functions, each of

which is a function containing the variables for only one of the spins. For

nuclei of spin J, the j -component of the spin may have only two values. We

shall designate the two possible wave functions o(()and (), where the follow-

ing operators rules apply.

The unperturbed energy levels are then found from:

Therefore:

()) = / 7')

and~~~~~c th(ienkc)osae

(3-6) k ( ,e d cd) (k)()

L, k e (- P () 0  -(,2) k((?)

,ith a siilar set for w-ad,-l

Application of the perturbation leads to the following mtrix for

the elements t .-n are:

v = /?(Aa A,+, ) 0 0o

(36 6z-,t~ ~ 2 ) 2

S= -" (2) (A,,-A,3 #A)

I The matrix for f. and - is identical. The perturbation energie are

o AP



4J4

obtained by solving the secular equation of the matrix; they are found to

be:

(3-8)

where:

x 4 -A,+,, t A,)
(3-9)

3 4

The wave functions 4 for the perturbed energy levels can also be evaluated,

and are expressed as:

(3-10) al(OcI(. - ) Q3)4 4 <a() ec2).6) + k'3 6)e()e3

where KAIR -A 11A 13 -A2 3) - ZA1K~.=(A;? -A..7,tA, ,A :.

Iv. •)
03-11) /,2j = - .

is a normalization factor determined from the fact that 2 -

and (E-is given by the values of equation (3-8).

The transition probabilities are proportional to/'1§2 4, where

cr_24. Figure 8 illustrates the energy levels and the allowed transi-

tions for this three-spin system, as determined from the relations given

above.

(-
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C ci

Figure 8.

This energy level diagram is identical with that given by Andrew

and Berschn (A-1). We can see that the single resonance line expected for an

isolated nuclear spin will be split into a central line and three pairs of

subsidiary lines which will appear at frequency spacings from the central com-

portent given by 4 V The equivalent spacings in gauss for the f ixed-

frequency-variable-field technique are given in Table 1, along with the nor-

malized transition probabilities for each pair of fine structure components.

I -

(-I - Z A( I r~k

Table I.
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Nov let us assume that the triangle formed by the nuclei is equilateral,

as is the case for a methyl group. The internuclear distances are then

identical. If we call this distance / , and make the further substitution
ofJo (from the standard definition o54 ) and - 2, we may express

)( and V as:

For a given value of / , the values of X and are seen to be functions

of the Cos"'. only. For single crystals these angle functions will vary with

the orientation of the crystal in the field. For rigid groups in poly-

crystalline material they must be averaged over all possible orientations, and

for non-rigid groups they must be averaged over the motion.

U. The line shape and second moment for a rigid equilateral triangle.

We wish to determine the line shape and second moment for a rigid nuclear

configuration, both for a single crystal and for a polycrystalline material.

This may be done directly from equations (3-12) and (2-6) in terms of the

functions C0O .9 However, it is convenient to use the single angle

I

ji e

-- Figure 9.



between the normal to the triangle plane and the strong f(.IJ , instead of the

three angles ei] . Let us choose a coordinate system -L such that the

nuclear triangle lies in the '- plane with its center at the origin. The

normal to the triangle then lies along Zt . We will further choose the Y4

axis so that the strong field direction lies in the Y4.-Z. plans. This is illus-

trated in Figure 9. The vector rl, extends from the origin to the nucleus k

Its magnitude, in terms of the internuclear distance R is equal to 1-2

If we consider that lies along the Fo -axis of a new coordinate

system >/9- -o, we may consider the transformation from the system X-&-F

to the new system as a rotation about the 4 axis through the angle

Let us call the unit vectors along the , , and axes .A ' 4f. ,

and t3 , respectively. Similarly, q, , o, 2 and o, are the unit

vectors along , , and . Then the relations between the two sets

of unit vectors are expressed in terms of a matrix [1 , where:

4"I ' c os ,,

and the matrix elements are determined by:

A A ;/ 1 A

The vectors r- have the form

(4-3) r-- = " -Y)

where

(4.4) =r .I ro. Ut'

In terms of the above relations, the functions cas.are expressed as:

r\ V
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Rveluation of the components 1fk from gointrical considerations in Figure 9

8leas to the following met of equations:

Ce o '4 (9/K V Spt G,(r r-i C OS

where Y th e asgle giving the aimmth of (ok about Yf These my

ao be substituted In equation (3-12), in which case X and reduce tot

(k-7) A7

Blailwly, the expression defining the second moment (equation (2-6)) becmes:

3tuations (~-7) ad (Q-8) show that the line shape and second moment for an

isolated nuclear triangle will vary markedly with the orientation of the

triangle in a magnetic field. Thus studies of single crystals should lead

to the determination of molecular orientations as vel as the internuclear

distanoe unless the fine structure of the absorption line is masked by the

etfects of Intermolecular broadening.

We shall be concerned with polycrystalline materials in which the

orientation of the crystal grains is distributed uiformly over all directions.

We must therefore average over P for each of the component lines and also

In the second moment expression. The fraction of groups for which ' lies

in the rampe 00t is sK'dOor Pd(-cc$'). For a single crystal line component

A/ , having probability / (Table 1), the powder line shape is given byT

, ezq)



and CoS may be expressed in terms of 9 through the use of equations

(4-7) and the last two columns of Table 1, and F(N)may then be evaluated

for each component line. This has been done by Andrew and Bersohn (A-i), but

the expressions they give are not in a convenient form. A slightly different

choice of substitutions leads to the following set of functions.

(a) The component line at AHco remains unchanged.

(b) The component line at gives:

(4-10a) >(A~H Rol

(4&-10b) ( )= ( *)

where

The dual set of functions with different sets of limits results from the

fact that the single crystal line component has double values in the range

(c) For the line component / 1

(4-12) F-C<<d /

where

(d) For the line component /9-
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(4-66 R)A& /2. -2 4 ~d< v Y

vhere is given by equation (4-13), and:

(4-16)4

(e) The functions for the line components 3A ,- +

- d - )/ , are obtained from the above results by replacing 4 14 -a#

in the equations above. Each line component has a symmetrical counterpart

and the overall line shape is symmetrical about the unperturbed resonance point.

The overall line shape is obtained by taking the sum of all the compo-

nent lines. The actual spacings between the peaks of the component lines will

depend on the internuclear distance R because of its effect on O . There-

fore it is convenient to plot aF(AH) vs. We then obtain a "universal"

line shape which is valid for any value of . This shape is shown in

Figure 10.

03

J

of

(g)
Jigure 10



The second moment for a polycrystalline material is obtained by averag-

ing over the function of ' in brackets in equation (I4-8). Thus:

(4-17) = -L

Substituting this result into equation (4-8) we obtain:

(I4-18) <z O> 74S

5. The effects of motion - general relationships. In the previous

section, we have considered that the nuclei are fixed in space. However, this

assumption may not be valid. We must now consider the effect of motion of the
nuclei, which will affect the functions cos2i in equation for the second

'1(2-6) frtescn

moment and equations (3-12) for X and * In this section we shall derive

expressions for ca2 Q.iwhich may be used to introduce the effects of motions.

2E

Fiur 1

Figure 11.
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Let us consider Figure 11. Once again ve choose the E axis to be

along the normal to the triangle plane so that the nuclei lie in the '-

plawewith the center of the triangle at the origin. The directions of 4
and Yt in their plane will be determined later. However, ( as before

is the angle between I and the vector * is the axis about which

rotation takes place and may have any orientation with respect to t andF-,

(the external field direction).

The vectors 79 are determined by the same relations as before

(equations (I-3) and 4-4)), and corO- is given by:

-4 -

14 0

where is the unit vector along ?,, " We must now find the relations

between the sets of unit vectors / and yOk,. This will be done as be-

fore in terms of a matrix transformation, this time involving four sets of

transformations, as follows:

(a) A rotation through the angle O about the space-fixed axis

to bring the axis X. (along the axis of the sample coil) to a new position

which is perpendicular to both and 7r

A A

(5-2) -l1o-Z

(b) A rotation through the angle k about axis X, to bring

into coincidence with .

=_ _

rerm I?, lly

F4 ?,r 1531__ _
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(5-5) 7 3
0 Cos,7 eo

(c) Rotation through angle q about the axis , to bring ). into

position ,perpendicular to both irand4fi

on jZI 51
I

(5-6) I.

(5-7) Co 10

(d) Rotation through angle 6 about to bring into coinci-

dence vith 2,0 Thus is the same as X'

0 0

(5-n DCO)-Sr

Sim of Cos ejF re I

The overall transformation is now obtained from equations (5-2),

(5-4), (5-6), and (5-8).

and the matrix fE -TV7ECJ,JEA I . Thus:

rftEn Sim~m

: { (5-ll)ift- i eoil,,,# s" Cos# -COT <i 7 +ln oI"

ioflr0 irg4J tcs o



With the aid of the matrix and equation (4-3), equation (5-1) now becomes:

The factors ( and may be determined from equation (4-4) in terms of

the angle , leading finally to the following set of equations.

(5-13) -o e(cs case ' r cos,) - Cos' ' ,

Co, = .f Co ' +qr3 r.'ni r) er,,; (04;,--roco4? co, e ,', , +CO,,.. c )

Both the second moment expression and the equations for X and

involve cos2 Q1j . Therefore the effect of motion on these quantities is

determined by averaging Cos'6. over the type of motion postulated. We shall

do this for several cases in the following section.

6. The effects of motion - specific cases.

Case I. We shall consider first the case of the nuclear triangle

rotating about some axis other than its normal. Such a situation could

occur for a molecule like CH3SiC13 rotating about any axis through its

center of mass. This corresponds to a rotation about the axis Zr in Figures

11 and li, and thus means that the angle ' is a function of time. We there-

fore express m (?ot&4) , and average the functions co~S70j overtw .

In taking this average we need only to know that Ce f C-, Cos A -

sioeoe wO. Equations (5-13) then yield:

<o, , -L [4 (/ 2. , ) -,.', / --.o.,,r+ #o 2) Z, T si, o.,.... ("-1,4c(6 1) -2 o - ( -3 ~ Co's 1/

- f - ;F1 h

( OT1) +o2~ rin 2 6 (1cc' ,J73s'~ l .

rom equation (3-12)

ii (=, [?Z , j*)2 (e,_.*.og2 *co<,eS, ,
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and we obtair. from equation s K-i) and (6-2):

x• .i-v(; /•

From eou~tton -

and this beconmes:

It should be remembered that in equations (6-3) and (6-5) / is the

angle between the axis of rotation and the direction of the external field,

and 6 is the angle between the axis of rotation and the normal to the nuclear

triangle. For arty particular sample & will probably have only one value.

However, ii will vary with the orientation of the crystal in the field when

a single crystal is studied. Thus the line shape obtained from a single

crystal will be highly anisotropic and in such cases both the molecular orien-

tation and the axis of rotation can be determined in the absence of excessive

intermolecular broaden ing.

If the sample is a crystalline powder the expected line shape can be

predicted by averagirg over all possible orientations of the angle

The line shape; will tnen d-pen-i only on the angle 6 and the internuclear

distanc, /, The Ire Wh'*. func.tios are determiued ir. a manner similar

to that used :r . ctor % Ti, •

II

-I



Since 6 is a constant for a particular sample we shall define the functions
I

of c in equations (6-3) as follows:

(6-7) +-3./-i

LThen from the probability expressions in Table 1, and equations (6-3), (6-6),

and (6-7) the line shape functions and their limits become:

(a) The component for 0/k / is unchanged.

(b) The component P&1 is

(6-8)

(c) For the component ~i/

(6-9) , r

AX-

(d) For the component 4H "

(6-1o)

(a) The line components 6 H )4 -#Jj -(1(T1/aar

_ ~~~ -,2) /;& ,/ are -

obtained by replacing &/ by -A / in the equations above.

In general there will still be a central line and three pairs of

subsidiary lines. The line separations and probabilities will, however, vary

markedly with the angle E . There seems to be no way of drawing a "universal"

line shape which will be valid for all values of E . However, an experimenally

(determined curve can be fitted by trial and error methods by plotting the sum

of the functions F(&4), in equations (6-8) to (6-10) for different values of .



The second moment can be obtained for a crystalline powder by averaging

over the anglelin equation (6-5). Thus:

t~ere

(6-11) (,Ok' -YCOS2 O-Y o

and

;27

Curves showing the effect of C on the second moment are given in

Figure 16. They are smImetrical about r4* as one might expect, there being

no physical difference between the angle E and('ItO-E). The minimum second

moment occurs when := * k'. The double-valued nature of the second moment

function can cause some ambiguity in determinations of the angle ' , but the

ambiguity should be resolvable from other evidence.

4.2 ril

I I I I I I I

7o- -0. 60,~ 70' Yo 9o

Figure 16

Case II. A particularly interesting case is that of rotation about

the normal to the triangle. It corresponds to rotation of a methyl group
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about the C-X bond, where X is the atom to which the *ethyl group is attached.

This is actuallj a special of the one Just discussed, that for which 6 O•

From equations (6-3) and (6-5) we find that when 6-= ,

(6-13) =,Aoe (~ /P Ye W

Furthermore, consideration of the probability expressions in Table 1 shows

that the line components 49-- and:($0- vanish leaving only the central

* peak iI-O, with probability i, and a pair of lines at4#-:k , each with

probability J. For a single crystal the spacing between the central and side

peaks will vary with the angle k , the total range being given by:

(6-15)

The line shape and second moment for a crystalline powder can be

found from the previous case. From equations (6-7) we find that for C--O ,

E-1=. Thus the line shape is determined from equation (6-9). For the

component H = ?X4 =

(6-16)

A NH < 0:

The component AR -2) is determined as usual by replacing 04 by -49 in

this equation. The entire line shape is shown in Figure 17.

The second moment, as determined from equation (6-12), is:

Comparison with equation (4-18) shows that the second moment is reduced by

K a factor of 4 from that expected for a rigid configuration.
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.32--

.0o.

-2 -1 0 .L

Figure 17

Case III. We shall now consider the effect of rotation about

and simultaneously, corresponding to rotation of a methyl group about

the C-X bond and simultaneous rotation of the whole molecule of which the

methyl group is a part.

Equations (6-1) give the functions C02'49. which have been averaged

over a rotation about r, o For motion about Pt- we must average these

functions over a rotation involving the angle . The expressions required

are oand Si Thus:

Then from equations (6-2)

(6-19) ap ,," CS;jr" 7
-4k
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and from equation (6-4)

(62)< -,) o

The usual anisotropy of a single crystal remains. The line shape and

second moment for a crystalline powder are determined as before by averaging

over * . Since X= , the line shape consists only of the components at

4h1 o (probability :) and at Ad (probability - A each).

For the component A __

(6-21)

where

(6-22) Co j,6 -, /'-€ ,Z)

The component is obtained from equation (6-21) by replacing i/

by- A/0 • The line shape will thus be similar in form to that in Figure 17.

A "universal" curve could be obtained by 
plotting a' e P- 49) vs. 4

The second moment can be obtained from equation (6-20) by averaging

-coe)over a sphere. This has been done in equation (6-11). Introduc-

ing this result, we obtain:

Curves showing the dependence of the second moment on 6 are given in Figure

18. When C = the second moment is reduced by a factor of 4 from the rigid

lattice value. This is identical with the result of Case II, as it should be,

since the physical situation corresponding to d 0 is that there is rotation

only about the C-X bond. When C=1o the second moment is reduced by a
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.20

1-0

0.26,

0 /00 40'a 5-0 600 70' to- ~

Figure 18

factor of 16 from the rigid lattice value. Most interesting is the situation

when6'=5*%4, one-half the tetrahedral angle. For this case, the second

moment vanishes, and the line shape ftud be quite narrow, such as is normally

expected from liquid samples.

Case IVz The final case to be considered is that of rotational

oscillation of the methyl group. We will consider;F, as the axis of

rotational oscillation in analogy to the previous cases, so we must now

replace@( by to eri~i)t , where K is one-half the total angular amplitude

of oscillation. The functions CoeVj must be averaged over time after

this substitution has been made. They may be expressed in terms of Bessels

functions through the use of the relations

(6-2 ,) . '77

,
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Each Cos f then takes the general form:

(6-25) R4' t 7 '- Z6k) Zr

where ' , Qb'and/ y are complicated functions of the other

angles of the system, (, , , and€.

The energy parameters X and may now be determined by the

substitution of the relations (6-25) into equations (6-2), and the

final expressions are:

Unfortunately it does not seem to be possible to obtain general expressions

for the line shape components of a crystal powder. However, certain

qualitative conclusions may be drawn. For such a sample the single crystal
line components must be averaged over Cas well as , a s

4 7~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ n th91is- Coshou+ld~) O(,k

lead to a dispersion of each of the peaks of the rigid line shape shown

in Figure 10° Thus we may expect to find less evidence of fine structure

if the methyl groups are undergoing rotational oscillation.

The overall line width may be expected to decrease at the same time.

If the molecule containing the methyl group is rotating or tunneling about

some axis, the location ef the maxima shown in Figure 10 will be displaced

toward the central peak The amount of such displacement will depend on
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the angle . For example, if z?0, each peak will be displaced halfway

from its rigid lattice position to the central peak. For the case of

rotational oscillation we may thus assume that the maxima will be at some

intermediate values as well as being spread out as mentioned above. When

the effects of intermolecular broadening are -ilso considered, it seems

reasonable to assume that the experimentally determined line shape should

be a fairly smooth curve with some possibility of shoulders when the

amplitude of oscillation is small. Such curves are indicated qualitatively

in Figures 19(a) and (b).

a b

Figure 19

If the methyl group should be rotating about its own axis simul-

taneously, the same general considerations should apply although the line

width will be considerably decreased and the possibility of observing

fine structure will be very small.

The second moments to be expected for rotational oscillation are

determined by averaging C9 over a circle and over a sphere in

each of the expressions (3co3 2 J ./)R , and substituting the re-

sulting expressions in eqi~tion (2-6). For rotational oscillation only

we obtain:



6.

' (6-27)

and for siwultaneou .i; tion of the mettvl grot about its own a ist

(6-28) " 41 1/> -;- 2 F -3<f,)
+ +

I, p4 -<h~ &]t<

The ratios of the s mumt roz~ent for rotatiot-A oscillation to that

expected for a rigid n:.thyl group have been priotted In Figures 20 and

21 as a function of f or several values of •

I

'*00

0

0/

I~a. 79'II i

, K#. 60'- 7, f.. ' q• ,5" eo- .' , . if'

1 %g ~iq, R li'Goa ,p,. l'iu alitll or #47lrAI~ OucPr,oe

7. Comparisoni of theoretical and oxperimental line shapes. We

have previously assu.n:r: that our nuclear triangle was isolated from all

other nuclear spins and was in a perfectly homogeneous field. In prac-

tice, field inho:ogem,.tj and interactions between the triangtular groups

impart a finite width ti each component line. We shall group all such

factors external to th tr -ngular group into one broadening function

j 5 (/.-5( ) , where // is an arbitrary field parameter, and #/

is defined by H- - . A is the magnitude of the
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magnetic field at the center of the absorption line The resultant shape

function as a fnmtion of the field is thus (P-6):

(7-1)=

This relation holds for each of the components of the line which we have

derived above, and also for the overall shape function, since the latter

is simply the sum of the individual components.

The broadening function (H-II) cannot be computed directly.

However, it is usually assumed to have a gaussian form (P-7) which, though

not exact, is a fairly good approximation. Therefore:

(7-2) SY//-i-a) -

where is a parameter expressing the broadening contributions from all

sources. If we let ,and i--r-' and , and substitute equation

(7-2) into equation (7-1), we obtain:

(7-.3) k

0,1

The expressions derived previously for the various (p4) are

such that the integration required in equation (7-3) cannot be done

analytically. We must therefore perform the integration numerically,

and we will find it convenient to express the '() in a more general

form. This will be done only for cases I, II, and III of section 6.

The case of a rigid triangle will not be required because the only

compound which yields a line shape corresponding to a rigid configura-

tion is 1,11-ltrichloroethane, which has already been investigated

( (G-2, G-3).
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Dr. J. C. Sternberg has shown (8-3) that each component line shape

for each of the three cases of rotation to be considered can be

expressed in the same general form. Comparison of equations (6-3), (6-13),

aid (6-19) reveals that the energ parameters X and contain the factors

S /in all cases and may also contain a factor which is

a function of 67 alone. Since 4 is not a variable for a specific com-

pound, any function of & may be considered as a constant when deriving

the line shape functions. Accordingly we will define X and generally

as:

For Case I, rotation about an arbitrary axis,

For Case II, rotation about the normal to the nuclear triangle,

(7-6) A4 I-

For Case III, simultaneous rotation of both the above types,

(7-7)121-o-6

The probability expressions of Table 1 can also be expressed in terms

of A and 8 only, and thus are constants for a particular .

The general expressions for the probabilities are given in Table 2.

91

ii
d
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C Line component Normalized probability

.~ (sxeI&4_, +' A/ 6)

C3 L

Table 2.

The. lin, shape functions F4 (A) are determined as before from

the equation,

(7-8) 6** '("C)

and can be shown to have the same general form in every case, whiTh is:

(7-9) Pi[a£(z 4

The factors i are functions of . They are thus constants for a

particular sample, but their actual values are different for the different

line components. Their values are given in Table 3.

Line component

Table 3.

The lits of must be specified for each component and are found

to be the same for all. When the positive lga is taken for in
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-a 00

Each term tn th . i.ner integral may be reduced to the standard form

(7-.16) e

where ~ Kt ,and Therefore:

Substitut ion of this result in equation (7-13) vith some rearrangement

of terrs 1Aads to the final equation:

7 -' 11,) OnIL- L16) j

Th. equation just ol -,eined is particularly convenient in that it

ifa genere.l results that may be used te determine the line shape
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expected for air r' an~gle G t is also in a form which in

convenient for n ilintegra4.ion by the standard quadrature formulas.

The t:c of equatloa.(-9 was evaluated for several coubina-

t ions o' 1V4C L. emd /00 i on the Whir-winai I computer at the

Massach,.fatts Instltlit*% of Technology Digite- omputer Laboratory. The

data ar" giveu ia Tablo 4. The values of a fovlusf w-

other than those tabulated directly can be obtained with some lose of

precision. by dixest itrpolaton or from plota of Y10i against

Sfor the selei,-to~d values of PI

The ac -,ua n par L:a on of experimental and theoretical line shapes

can be made wlt n ei~ther the absorption lines or their first derivatives.

We wi~ll compare thoe derivat3ve curves for two reasons! the derivative

curves are more aensitive to the effects of fine structure; also, the

experimental resulte er4, cbaled in the form of the first derivative

of th.,.o line anape, and it is simpler to determine the derivative of the

theoretical line shape s than. to carry out the reverse procedure.

The', dortvative curves akF have been determined by the

method of Rutledge (M- 3), and have been plotted against for corn-

parlson with the experimental curves. If we call the tabulated values

Ru tlege' method enables us to determine The equations deter-

zming tenorzalize d values of telm hp -mto e ,x

vs. are:

(7-PO) c>( f > ~~

and those determinin~g 1 -r.' vrtvative 1ict ion&;) vs0. are:
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than the value pred ictd for an isolated triangular group by an asunt

which depends on . The increase in second moment can be expressed as:

R ;2

This relation is particularly useful if there is no otion of the protons,

or if any existing motion is already known to be of a certain type so that

the theoretical second moment can be precisely determined from the equa-

tions and curves of section 6. This is not likely to be the case, but the

number of possible choices for the theoretical second moment can usually

be limited to only a few. The amount of resolution of the fine structure

will give some indication of the magnitude of the broadening factor and this

in itself may help to select the most likely value of the theoretical second

moment.

Direct estimates of the broadening may also be made from the experi-

mental line shape derivative curve. Sternberg (8-3) has shown that by

assuming that the central peak of the derivative curve is largely due to

the gaussioan shape of the central component it is possible to obtain

three independent estimates of the magnitude of P , and that these

estimates will bracket the true value in many cases. Sternberg's first

relation is:

(7-25) =

where On F is the spacing, in gauss, between the center of the line

and the peak of the derivative curve. The other two relations require

that the experimental line be normalized. However, the normalizatlon

factor will have been determined during the process of evaluation of the

second moaent, since it is the denominator of equation (2-3). In terms
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of the normalized der!.-ative curve, the broadening factor is also

approximated by:

(7-26) ~ -p, ~

(7-27) - /

where (dotw),,S is the peak height of the derivative curve, and

Y"A ) W is the slope of the derivative curve at the center

of the line.* In the results to be discussed in part IV, the broadening

factors have been estimated by at least two of the several methods

mentiloned here.
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III. APPABAMW AND EPADJMWAL TECHNIQUE

A. Overall Operation of the Apparatus.

The blo-k diagram of the radiofrequency spectrometer is shown in

Figure A. The sample, shown in its normal position in the magnetic field, is

connected to the R-F unit by a length of high-frequency coaxial cable. It

serves as the inductive part of the oscillator tank circuit, as discussed in

part II. The oscillator tuning capacitor is driven by a clock motor coupled

through a series of reduction gears, which thus varies the oscillator frequency

at a steady rate. The continuous variation of the oscillator frequency, in

conjunction with continuous recording of the output signal, is sme am oer

the fixed-frequency, variable magnetic field technique. The magnetic field

may be produced by a permanent magnet, eliminating the problem of field regula-

tion; the detection of unknown resonances or the observation of resonance lines

of different nuclear species is facilitated; and point-by-point plotting of

line shapes is eliminated.

The magnetic field is modulated at 280cpso by a current from the

modulation unit passing through the modulation coil which is wound around one

of the pole pieces of the magnet. Any absorption in the sample thus produces

an amplitude modulation of the oscillation level at the coil. This modulated

radiofrequency current is amplified and detected, and the audiofrequency compo-

nent from the detector stage is further amplified before leaving the R-F unit.

When the absorption signal is strong, the output from the R-F unit may be

applied to the vertical plates of an oscilloscope, as shown by the dashed line

in the block diara, in which case the line shape will be pictured directly.

In most solids, the absorption line is broadened by spin-spin intel-

actions, and the resultant signal is too weak to be observed visually. In

such cases the output from the R-F unit is sent to the tmed amplifier in
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vhich only the 280cps component of the signal and a marrow range of noise

S frequencies In the vicinity of 280cps are amplified. The signal is then sent

to the phase-sensitive detector which converts the signal to a DC voltage which

is proportional to the first derivative of the absorption line. After being

passed through a filter to reduce the noise further, the DC signal is fed

to a specially-adapted Brown recorder.

The modulation unit supplies all the 20cps outputs for the spectro-

meter. These include the modulation current for the magnet mentioned above,

the compensation current which serves to balance out any direct coupling be-

tween the modulation coil and the sample coil, and a reference voltage to the

phase-sensitive detector vhich is required for the conversion of the applied

280cps signal to a DC output.

B. The R-F Unit.

The R-F unit originally was constructed identical with that described

by Pound and Knight (P-5), and differed from the present circuit (Figure B)

primarily in having a second tuned circuit between the high-frequency amplifier

and the detector. This tuned circuit could be expected to reduce the amount

of noise at the output of the R-F unit by narrowing the noise bandvidth. How-

ever, it was found that the difficulties involved in tracking this tuned

circuit vith the oscillator frequency outvoighed any advantages it might have,

especially since most of the results to be obtained were expected to be broad

resonance lines for vhich the tuned 280cps amplifier would be used. Therefore

the tuned circuit vas replaced with a second stage of broad-band amplification.

The oscillator circuit was later revised also to take advantage of the modifi-

cations made by Watkins (W-1). The final form of the circuit is given in

Figure B.

S!
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The oscillator irouit has previously been discussed (part II, B). A

6BQ7 tube is used :L ra% e of the 6J6 originally used for the oscillator tube

VI. It has proved to be less microphonic than the 6J6, but otherwise has the

same character 4 tics. The tuning capacitor is driven by a Telechron Model

762M220 1rpm motor which is reversible in direction. The revolution rate of

the tuning capacitor is reduced 8,000 times by three National Company reducing

gears in series, and the resultant rate of sweep of the oscillator frequency

is approximately 2.5Kc/sec each minute. The rate of sweep is not quite linear

vith time, probably because a straight-line-capacity tuning capacitor is used.

Use of a straight-line-frequency capacitor therefore is recommended to give a

linear frequency scale for the recorded line shape. It should also be pointed

out that the mounting for reduction gears should be made as rigid as possible

and all couplings between motor, gears, and tuning condenser shaft should be

rigid rather than of the flexible type in order to insure that the rotation

of the motor shaft is transmitted to the condenser without whip or lag. The

coupling between the final reduction gear and the condenser shaft should also

be of insulating material such as Bakelite to minimize pickup of either the

modulation frequency or stray 60cps voltages.

Certain points concerning the operation of the oscillator itself de-

serve some further consideration beyond that given in part II, B. The decoupl-

ing resistance (controlled by switch S-1) reduces the loading effect of the

plate load on the tuned circuit of the oscillator. In principle the value of

this resistance should Just be equal to the shunt resistance of the tuned

circuit (R. in the earlier discussion). In practice, the largest value which

will permit oscillations is selected. The plate load is compensated for loss

of gain at high frequencies by the Z-1 Ohite choke, which has an inductance

of 5.5 mcrohinrjes.
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Ve previously pointed out that the noise figure of the apparatus will

Sordinarily be IaesrdJC solely by the oscillator circuit. Hence, reduction Ce

noise in this circ.n..t is of paramount importance. The use of a 6BQ7 tube for

the oscillator was one result of such considerations. Other "tricks of the

trade", well known to electronics workers but usually unknown to chemists, are

well worth mentioning. These include: (1) all ground connections in the

oscillator circuit are made to a common point on the chassis; (2) both filament

pins as well as the pins for plate 1 and grid 2 on the oscillator tube socket

are by-passed to ground through .01mf capacitors to minimize the effect of stray

potentials picked up by the associated wiring; (3) all leads are made as short

as possible; (i4) the oscillator circuit, including the voltage regulator tube

V7, is shielded from the rest of the circuits in the R-F unit; and (5) the B*,

filament, and feedback voltage leads between the oscillator section and the

rest of the unit are shielded. As a result, the noise figure of the oscillator

circuit compares favorably with those of others which have been observed by

the author, although a quantitative determination of the noise figure has not

been made. At present, the noise seem largely to be determined by thermal

noise developed in the sample coil. This would seem to be the final limit in

attempting to reduce the noise level. However, some improvement might still

be made by the use of special low-noise deposited metal resistors instead of

the usual carbon type. The thermal noise level is decreased when the tempera-

ture of the sample and sample coil is lowered. At the same time the signal

strength is increased because the Boltzmann factor governing the difference

in the populations of the spin energy levels is increased. The overall effect

on the observed signal-to-noise ratio is quite marked when the absorption

lines for a sample are compared at both room temperature and -1960 C. It is

thus advantageous to work a-. temperatures as low as possible when the tempera-

0 ture dependence of the line vidth is unimaportant.
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The voltage developed across the oscillator tuned circuit is amplified

by a broad-band r-f amplifier composed of V2 and V3. The 47 ohm resistor is

used to eliminate parasitic oscillations. The peaking coils reduce the effect

of stray capacitance at high frequencies, thus preventing lose of gain. The

r-f voltage is detected by V, a 6M tube connected as a diode, and the

audiofrequency signal is further amplified by V5 and V6.

The oscillation level, and thus the magnitude of the radiation field

in the sample coil, is controlled by both the Bias and the Level Adjust con-

trols. The Level Adjust control picks up a certain portion of the DC voltage

developed by the detector circuit, and feeds it back to the second grid of the

oscillator tube. The long (2 second) time constant network formed by the 2.2

Megoha resistor and the 1.0 mf capacitor prevents the 280cps component produced

by absorption in the sample from being fed back to the oscillator circuit, so

the feedback voltage is responsive only to slow drifts in the oscillation

level resulting from changes in the filament voltage or changes in the tube

characteristics. In practice, the Bias control is set to allow the Level

Adjust control to cover the range of oscillation levels normally used, the

latter control being used to make the final adjustment. This arrangement is

used because changes in the Bias control cause much greater frequency shifts

than corresponding changes in the Level Adjust control.

A vacuu-tube voltmeter is connected at the mter terminals to monitor

the r-f level. The oscillation level usually was adjusted to give a meter

reading of -0.15 to -0.3 volts, which corresponds to approximately 0.05 to 0.1

volts rms at the tuned circuit. While not necessarily the optimum voltage,

this usually gave good signal-to-noise ratios for the absorption lines studied

while avoiding saturation effects in all but a few samples.

The plate voltage of 180 volts is supplied from a regulated power supply

(Model 2, Lambda Electronics Corporation). The regulation circuit is similar



in overall design to the one employed in the tuned amplifier circuit to be

discussed. The output voltage is constant to less tan ":Sfl volt over the

course of an exporimental run. No 120cps ripple voltage could be detected,

but transient s:zrges in the 117 volt line are sometimes passed through to the

R-F unit. These are of such short duration that their effect is negligible.

The voltage regulator tube V7 is used to decouple the plate voltage

at the oscillator tube from the power supply and the other tubes in the unit,

as well as to provide further stabilization of the oscillator plate voltage.

A good indication of the sensitivity of the oscillator circuit is given by the

fact that a 120cps ripple could be seen in the output from the R-F unit when

this was fed directly to the oscilloscope, despite the regulation furnished by

both the power supply and V7. However, the effect was small and this ripple

voltage was easily removed by the tuned amplifier.

The filaments are supplied from a storage battery. A charger is

floated across the battery terminals through a variable one ohm resistor,

which is adjusted to keep a 50-100 ma charging current through the battery.

The filaments can thus be kept heated at all times with no drain on the

battery, and no warmup time is required before using the unit. No 60cps ripple

has been observed in the output from the R-F unit that could be attributed to

the charger. Both sides of the filament line are bypassed to ground by .01 mf

capacitors as they enter the chassis. A 200 ohm potentiometer is connected

across the filaments with its center tap grounded. The position of the center

tap can be varied to minimize any 6 0 cps pickup in the filament leads. However,

this has proved to be unnecessary in this particular unit as no 60cps component

can be clearly distinguished from the background noise and the 120cps ripple

mentioned above in the output from the R-7 unit.

tiom All .01 and .001 af capacitors in the R-F unit are of ceramic constrp-

tion, tnese having the advantage of low high-frequency loss as well as s~f
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siz. The coazial cable connecting the sample coil and the oscillator is

SRG-62/U cable with the center conductor replaced by #22 solid copper ire.

C. The Tuned Amplifier and Phase-Sensitive Detector.

These two -nits are incorporated Into a single chassis. The present

form of the circuit (Figure C) is derived from a circuit designed by Mr. L. C.

Hedrick for Professor E. Bright Wilson's researzh group. The input signal

from the R-F unit is amplified by V101, a 6SJ7 connected as a triode, and is

then sent to the tuned amplifier, V102. This amplifier consists of a normal

resistance-coupled pentode amplifier circuit and a tvin-T resistance-capaci-

tance network connected between the grid and plate of the amplifier tube.

The tvin-T network has an impedance which is frequency sensitive, as

we can show from the following considerations. In the network of Figure D-l,

each of the two single T networks of which the tvin-T is composed can be con-

verted to an equivalent i netvork, which is equivalent in that it will give

the identical terminal currents and terminal voltages under identical external

conditions. The impedances a and -F in which we are particularly interest-

ed are given in the figure in terms of the actual circuit elements from which

they are derived (for derivation, see C-I).

0 ? od / o To ___

Figure D
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In Figure D-2, we can see that the impedance between points 4and C is repre-

sented by the parealle'L combination of Rg and ZE , so?= .= r Z if 9PtAO

the impedance from 61 to r will be infinite; no signal will be transmitted

from .-b to c--J. This condition will be fulfilled if both the resistive

and reactive parts of eg and Fe , respectively, are equal in magnitude, or:IVC /,
These relations involve the applied frequency, ) . Thus the values of the

components in the tvin-T network can be selected so that one desired frequency

will be rejected by the network while all other frequencies will be transmitted.

ConsiderIg the whole circuit of the tuned amplifier, we can now see that the

twin-T network will provide considerable degenerative feedback from the plate

to the grid of V102, except at the rejection frequency of the network. As a

result this stage will amplify only the rejection frequency of the twin-T,

which is adjusted to be the same as the modulation frequency. In practice,

the components of the twin-T network were chosen to give a rejection frequency

as close as possible to the desired 280cps modulation frequency, and the modu-

lation oscillator (to be discussed later) was tuned to the actual rejection

frequency, which is approximately 260cps in this unit.

In addition to the high attenuation of the signal there is also pro-

duced by the twin-T network a phase shift which is a rapidly varying function

of frequency, for frequencies close to the rejection frequency. It is thus

very important to minimize thermal drifts in the twin-T network. This is

accomplished by using silver-mica capacitors and one watt carbon resistors in

the twin-T network, the positive temperature coefficients of the capacitors

tending to offset the negative temperature coefficients of the carbon resistors.

. The network also is mounted in a separate can which plugs into a standard

octal socket. This arrangement shields the network from pickup voltages to
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which it is quite sensitive, and also provides for easy changes in the network

components in case the modulation frequency is changed. As a final precaution,

the filament and plate voltages are left on at all time.

One othsr practical point is worth mentioning. It was found necessary

to shield the input and output socket pins to the shield can of the tvin-T net-

work in addition to using shielded leads, to eliminate a severe source of pick-

up. This was accomplished by improvising a shield of heavy copper braid which

was soldered to the chassis as well as to the shield on the input and output

leads.

The overall operation of the tuned amplifier has been satisfactory.

There has been little drift in the rejection frequency, which has been checked

periodically. However, the bandpass characteristics could be improved. A

semi-quantitative check has indicated that the bandwidth between the points

at which the output voltage is one-half its maximum is approximately 30Ocps.

This does not compare well with the circuit devised by Watkins which has a

bandpass of 8cps (W-l). The difference is due, at least in part, to the load-

ing effect of the plate load resistor of V102. The Watkins circuit is de-

signed to keep the tvin-T unloaded, and in addition is arranged to make the

bias on the tuned amplifier tube self-compensating for aging or changes in

the tube characteristics.

The output from the tuned amplifier is further amplified by V103, and

the signal is then applied both to the phase-inverter stage of the phase-

sensitive detestor and to a cathode-follover circuit employing V108, from

which the output is connected to the oscilloscope for monitoring and frequency

measurement (discussed in section 0, below).

The phase-inverter stage V104 converts the input signal into two

signals which are identical in amplitude but 1800 out of phase with respect
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to each other. In brief, its operation is as follows. The input signal,

-o applied to the first grid, produces a voltage at the first plate which is 1800

out of phase with respect to the input. The cathode, which is unbypassed and

connected directly to the cathode of the second half of the tube, will apply

a signal at the second cathode which is in- phase with the voltage applied to

the first grid. Since the second grid is grounded, the voltage at the second

plate will also be in phase with the input voltage and therefore 1800 out of

phase with respect to the voltage at the first plate. If the plate load

resistors for the two plates have the same resistance, the two voltages will

have practically the same amplitude, and the balance is improved by the degefer-

ative effect of the cathode circuit.

The two voltages from the phase-inverter are fed to the grids of the

phase-sensitive detector tubes, V105 and V106. At the same time, a synchro-

nizing voltage at the modulation frequency is fed to both suppressor grids

from a source in the modulation unit. The operation of the circuit is best

explained in ters of the diagrams in Figure E. In the absence of a signal

from the sample (Figure E-.), the plate current in each tube is controlled

by. the synchronizing voltage. It can be seen that each tube is cut off during

alternate half-cycles but that the average plate current is the same for each

tube. This is accomplished by placing the suppressor grids at d-c ground

potential in the absence of the synchronizing voltage, and thus about 20 volts

negative with respect to the cathode voltages. This is sufficient to cut off

the plate currents except during the positive half-cycles of the synchronizing

voltage. The tubes therefore are being operated non-linearly, such operation

being essential if an output signal is to be obtained.

In Figure E-2 we see the effect of a signal from the sample. The

modulation current sweeps the applied magnetic field back and forth over a

portion of the line, causing a periodic variation in the oscillation level
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across the sample coil which appears at the phaee-sensitive detector as a pair

of alternating voltages applied to the grids of the tubes. If the synchro-

nizing voltage is adjusted so that it is exactly in phase with the signal

applied to the grid of tube 1, it will then be 1800 out of phase with the signal

applied to the other grid. The average plate current through tube 1 will be

increased While that through tube 2 will be decreased, as shown in the figure.

When the oscillator frequency corresponds to a point on the other side of the

resonance line the situation will be that illustrated in Figure E-3. The plate

current through tube 1 will be decreased and that through tube 2 will be in-

creased. We can also see from the figures that the signal applied to the grids

will be approximately proportional to the slope of the line at the center of

the range of field strengths covered by the modulation.

Figures E-4 and E-5 illustrate the effect of improper phasing of the

synchronizing voltage. The result of such maladjustment is to Reduce the

amplitude of the output signal. The phasing control for the synchronizing

voltage consists of a resistance-capacitance phase shifting network located In

the modulation unit. The phase variation is accomplished by adjusting the

setting the oscillator frequency so that it falls at or near one of the points

of maximum slope of the absorption line (a maximum point on the recorded

curve). The phasing control is then adjusted to give the maximum deflection

of the recorder. Further adjustment is not necessary thereafter, as long as

the oscillation level is not altered.

In the output from the phase-sensitive detector tubes is a fluctuating

direct current. It is filtered by the long time constant network, which also

integrates out noise. Switch 8101 permits a selection of time constants from

.25 to 15 seconds. Longer time constants provide better filtering of noise;

however the response of the system to changes in the input signal is slowed
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proportionately. Thus the time constant wsed for a particular run nust be Ins

than the length of time required to sweep through the absorption line by a

factor of at least five.

The final stage V107 is a d-c amplifier which supplies the current

required to drive the recorder. The connections to the recorder are also

shown in Figure C. The slide wire potential is supplied fron the cathode

circuit of V107, eliminating both the battery supply and the automatic balanc-

ing circuit in the recorder itself. The recorder operete, a; a null point

indicator. Any voltage difference between the two input terminals is amplified

and used to drive the motor which moves the center tap on the slide-wire.

Since the center tap is the cosmon ground connection for both the cathode cir-

cuits of V107, which are connected to the ends of the slide wire, any change

in the position of the center tap will increase the resistance of one cathode

circuit at the expense of the other. When the connections to the recorder are

properly made the motion of the center tap will be in such a direction as to

decrease the voltage difference between the input terminals. When the recorder

is at balaace (zero potential across the input) it may be unbalanced by either

of two means, a change in the potentials at the two grids of V107 or a change
in the Recorder Balance control, which is a variable resistance in one of the

cathode circuits. The Recorder Balance control is used to bring the recorder

pen to midacale when the grids of V107 are temporarily tied together. Then

the grids are unshorted and the Detector Balance control is used to return the

pen to sidscale, thus balancing the phase-sensitive detector tubes against

each other in the absence of a signal.

The tubes V109, V310, V121, ad V112 and their associated components

form an electronically regulated power supply. The principle of operation is

as follows. Let us assume that a certain potential exists between the cathode
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of V109 (S-) ad ground. If this potential increases for any reason, the

I. potential applied to the grid of Vl10 will increase because of the increased

potential at the center tap of the 100K potentiometer. The cathode of VUO

is kept at a constant potential of 150 volts by the voltage regulator tube

V111. Therefore an increase in the grid voltage will allow the plate current

of V110 to ncrease. This current must pass through the 1.2 Meg resistor which

is connected between the plate of V1lO and the output of the power supply

filter, and it will therefore increase the potential across this resistor.

The end result is to decrease the grid voltage of tube V109 and increase the

voltage drop across this tube, compensating for the original increase In the

Bt voltage. The B_ voltage is adjusted initially by the setting of the lek

potentiometer.

From the nature of the diagrams of Figure E, it can be seen that the

phase-sensitive detector could also be designed to feed the signal n phase

to beth detector tubes and the synchronizing voltage 1800 out of phase to the

tubes. In principle, either arrangement would be equally satisfactory. In

practice, the present arrangement has proved to be superior. The original

circuit, which was constructed to feed the synchronizing voltage out of phase

to the detector tubes, showed a marked dependence of the recorder balance point

on the phasing control of the synchronizing voltage. This was found to be

caused by failure of the phase-inverting stage, located under these conditions

in the synchronizing voltage circuits, to give a balanced output for all posi-

tions of the phasing control. Furthertre, any unbalance in the two voltages

fed to the suppressor grids of the detector tubes vas increased in the detector

tubes themselves. This is probably due to the tube characteristics because w

tolerances are specified in the construction of the suppressor grids of most

pentod tubes whereas the other tube elements are rigidly controlled in mau-

facture. The latter consideration has not been significant in the present



circuit, which is b3ased an that of Watkins (W-1),. where the stippresavr gr Wo

are driven In phase. Any existing differences In the two tutea are partially

compensated by the comos cathode reister and the remaiuder is removed by the

adjustment of the Detector Balance control.

It has been suggested that this circuit night be Improved by using

transformer phase- myers ion and transformer coupling of thes synchroniz ing

voltage with diode detector tubes, In an arrangement wi;Lch superficially

resembles the discriminator circuit of a frequency modulatlo- receiver. Such

a systems night have the very definite, advantage of iumpli icity of the c ircuit

and balian In aagmmts, although the overall gain of -the apparatus would

te reduced. The decrease Lu pin would te of no Importance, since the avail-

able pin of the existing apparatus In several hundred time that needed for

the signls thus far detected. The O.3y possibsle drWback to a transformer-

coupled system would be the cost of Uhe transformers as compared to the cost

of the components Lu the existing system.

In smmry, It is felt that the present aircuit for both the tuned

amplifier and the phae-se. itive detector Is satisfactory for the present

application of the equiont to line shape and line width measurements of

proton lines. Y or studies Involving weak absorption signals the bandpass

characteristics of the tued amplifier should 'be Improved, while relaxat ion

time meeusisats would require a stepwIse pia control so that the setting
could be reproduced accuately. The details of such mod: I bat ions can be lovxd

In Ifttkins thesis (W-1).

"sodlatinit.

The modulation mnitt Figure l was orIginally constructed according to

a c~rcult diagram obtained from VatkIms (v-2)., The present circuit differs

in. som details from the original desia and these changes will 'be mentioned
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as they appear in the following discussion. Watkins' published circuit (W-l)

* differs considerably from that of Figure D, primarily in being designed for

both sine- and square-wave modulation. The present circuit has no provision

for square-wave modulation, so its adaptability for such operation will be

discussed at the corclusion of the description of the existing circuits.

The 280cps oscillator circuit consists of tubes V201 and YkO2. It is

a phase-shift oscillator of relatively standard design (see C-1, p. 509), and

its operation may be described qualitatively as follows. Asatime that a

oscillatory signal is present at the control grid of V102. This will produce

a signal at the plate that is shifted in phase by 1800. This signal, applied

to the first grid of V02 will produce a signal at the second plate of V202

that is in phase with the signal at the first grid because of the common

cathode arrangement for the two halves of the tube. Part of the signal frm

the second plate of V202 is then fed back to the grid of V201 through the three

phase shift networks. Each of the networks produces a phase shift of 600, so

the signal arriving at the grid is in phase with the signal which we assumed

was present at the beginning, and will sustain the oscillations. The fre-

quency of the oscillator is determined by the phase-shifting network, being

inversely proportional to the product of the resistance and capacitance used

in a single stage of the network. The frequency can be varied slightly by the

Frequency Adjust control, the total variation being restricted to about 4Ocpu

for stable operation, which is sufficient to permit tuning of the oscillator

frequency to the rejection frequency of the tuned amplifier.

The first half of V202 and the diode of V201 are used to provide

amplitude stabilization of the oscillator, an increase in amplitude of the

oscillations causing the diode to draw more current and increase the negative

4 bias on the grid of V201. The oscillator circuit thas provides a nearly pure

4sine-wave output at the second plate of VM, which is stabilized at about 13
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volts. The frequency stabiit*. is also quite good, tie same precautions being

ttaken here as in the t-ix.ed amplifier circuit. Silver mica capacitors are used

and the power ia left on at all times. The tuning network is not mounted in

a shielded can, but thi would seem to be advisable.

V203a is a phase-inverter stage providing two balanced outputs 1800

out of phase to drive the modulation power amplifier tubes in push-pull. The

10K resistors and .002mf capacitors in the grid circuits of the power tubes

were added to eliminate spurious oscillations in the power amplification stage.

The power amplifier consists of V204 and V205. a pair of 6L6's operat-

-ing in push-pull. They are theoretically capable of providing up to 20watts

of audio power to drive the modulation coil. The usaeie output is actually

considerably less, being limited by distortion of the output waveform at greater

than 50% settings of the Modulation Gain control. The usable power output

could probably be increased by better impedance matching between the modulation

coil and the output transformer. However, the operation has been satisfactory,

providing up to two gauss modulation of the magnetic field.

Part of the power output is fed to a phase-shifting network which

supplies the signal for the compensation amplifier, V206. The combination of

switches S201, S202, and the IMeg potentiometer provides a full 3600 of phase

shift. In conjunction with the Compensation Gain control, they provide for

completely variable phase and amplitude of the compensation current which is

used to nullify any direct coupling between modulation coil and sample coil.

The compensation is necessary at higher modulation amplitudes because such

coupling causes serious zero drifts of the recorder trace during the course of

a run and may also distort the recorded line shape. The compensation coil is

wound around the outside of the Dewar flask and consists of approximately two

linear inches of Olose-wound #22 enameled copper wire in a single layer wind-

ing.
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The procedure for balancing is straightforward. The modulation

amplitude is set at tn- desired level with no compensation voltage applied.

The compensation gain is then set at an arbitrary level and the phasing con-

trols are adjusted to g ve maximum deflection of the recorder pen in the direc-

tion opposite to the deflection caused by the modulation pickup alone. The

Compensation Gain control is finally readjusted to give the original balance

reading or, the recorder. Unlike the phase sensitive detector phasirg, the

compensation must be readjusted for each run. The sample co,,! must be moved

to change samples, and minute differences in the pos: ion of the coil change

the coupling between the sample coil and the modulation.

The phasing arrangement for the compensation circuit is one of the

least satisfactory parts of the circuit. The principle of deriving the signal

for the compensation stage from a point in the modulation circuit following

the Modulation Gain control is undoubtedly sound, as it keeps the compensation

current approximately proportional to the modulation current without adjustment

of the Compensation Gain. However, the present circuit arrangement with the

phasing network connected between the plates of the modulation power tubes puts

a severe strain on the circuit components. At higher power levels the voltage

differential across S201 is several hundred volts, and considerable trouble has

been experienced with breakdown of the switch, the oOlmf capacitor, and the 1M

potentiometer. The 51K resistor was added to reduce the current through the

potentiometer when it is nearly shorted, and has alleviated some of the diffi-

culty. However, the modulation current is still affected slightly by changes

in the switch positions or the setting of the potentiometer. In addition,

there is the inconvenience of manipulating three different controls to obtain

the full 3600 phase shift, It is therefore recomended that any future modifi-

cations of the modulation wuit include the replacement of the present phasing

arrangement by a magnetic phase shifter wbich will provide a linear, continuous
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phase shift of 3600 it o P. :ortrol, even though this might entail the addition

of another tube to t* :'Tisting circuit. One such phase shifter is the Eclipse-

Pioneer AY242-5B A;xtosynt, manufactured by the Bendix Corporation (W-3).

V207a is another phasp-inverter stage, similar to V203a. It is driven

by a signal from the output of the oscillator section and supplies the phase

shifting networks for both the phase sensitive detector synchronizer, V207b,

and a test source, V203b. The IM potentiometer in -he cathode circuit of

V207a provides about 1600 of phase shift for the syn-hronAz)'g volt,4ge. The

Sync. Gain control gives a synchronizing output of % to 50 volts at the plate

of V207b, the full output usually being used for the phase sensitive detector.

The phasing network which supplies the test circuit, V203b, is iden-

tical to that used in the compensation circuit, and the same considerations

apply. The switch S205 in the grid circuit of V203b allows the test output

to be attenuated in steps of about two, while S206 attenuates the output by

factors of 10. In the present apparatus, this circuit is not used except

when the absorption signal is observed visually, in which case it supplies

the horizontal sweep of the oscilloscope to give a sweep synchronous with the

modulation field. For relaxation time measurements, this circuit supplies

the calibrator circuit which is discussed by Watkins (W-i)

2he power supply (V208 and the associated filter circuit) is unregu-

lated, and has a capacitor-input filter. The 16mf capacitor at the input of

the filter was added to increase the plate voltage of the modulation power

tubes and thereby increase the power output. The increased B voltage affected

the stability of the oscillator circuit, so the 6K resistor was introduced to

lower the oscillator plate voltage to its original value. Under the present

operating conditions, the power supply arrangement is satisfactory. Should

the distortion In the modalatlon output be corrected, allowing higher useful

modulation output, it is felt that the capacitor-input filter will Not have
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the necessary voltage st.abilityo The total plate current of the modulation

tubes decreases as t6 ).i- dio power output increases, so the B voltage of all

tubes vill incres.e. This can cause a change in the oscillator frequency,

wvhch has alresdy been observed for settings of the Modulation Gain control

Just slightly above tn6 normal range of use.

We have already mentioned that Watkirs circuitl includes provision for

square-wave modulation. This is accomplished by takLng the sine-wave output

from he oscillator and clipping the wave shape befors sendilg the signal to

the modulatiin amplifier stages. Square-wave modul aon has the advantage of

presenting the actual line 8bape rather than its first derivative on the

recorder trace. However it requires considerably higher modulation amplitudes,

greater than the overall line width in gauss, or 10-20 gauss. It also requires

a high quality output transformer in the modulation stage to pass all the

harmonics which give the square shape to the waveform. The present system is

unsuitable for square-wave modulation for two reasons. The output transformer

is not of the high quality required, and the modulation coil, which is wound

on one of the pole pieces, will not respond properly to a sqUare-

wave signal undr- any conditions. The coil would have to placed in the gap

where it would )e approximately an air-core coil in order to give the square

shape to the modulation field.

In general, the modulation unit seems to be the least satisfactory

part of the entire apparatus. Considerable trouble has been encountered

periodically in its operation, and the maximum useful modulation field is

limited as we have mentioned. It has given satisfactory results for the

range of compounds studied in this investigation, but these have for the most

part given relatively narrow line shapes. It is felt that the general utility

*of the apparatus could be improved by a better design of the modulation unit

and the modulation coil,
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1. The Magniet,

The present ra .;tilizes an Alnico 7 permanent Magnet, the Alnlco

being supplied on - aefl.ntA loar, by the Carballoy company. Each pole piece

consieta of q-!ve.,i discs of~A:to eaci, six vIches in diameter and one inch

thick, with a one ich diameter hole in the center. The pole caps are of soft

iron and are tapered from, six inches to four ea one-half inches in a length of

one and three-q1jartAr incheu. The pole pieceg are bolted to the nVagnet yoke by

a one-half inch bolt of stainless steel which extends through the yoke and the

center holes of the Aln,.h:.o discs and into the pol"e cape,, The yoke is made of

4"X7" Armco iron gro-ud f:at at, the Joints, and he whole aesembly appears as

shown in Figure G.

A A

A
4 .1,,CO D's5s 14 Atxi;cc DiscsI

- SHIMS

I -) K 0

The most recert z--k of the field strength gave 5,052 gauss.. How-

ever, thbR fle~d str-ntg!,h wiT '-ei with temperature, a8 rich as three gauss,

Since we will be concernel oqily with lini" t he actual value of the field
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is of little importance. bit the field inhomogeneity is an important factor.

The best spot in th f";-!d was determined by trial and error, and was found

to give an inhomog:.i Tty over tnh sample of less than 0.25 gauss. This is too

small to affect the linA sha p and second moments of the observed samples, so

inhomogeneity broadening has been neglected in the Calculations of results.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in obtaining the necessary

homogeneity of the magnetic field. The Alnico was magnetized at first by a

current in excess of 1200 amperes supplied by the cyclotron gI.erator at the

Nuclear Physics Laboratory. To protect the generator, tie current was inter-

rupted after less than one second. When the proton line was first observed in

a sample of water, the inhomogeneity was greater than two gauss over the area

of the sample. A discussion with Professor R. V. Pound of the Physics depart-

ment led to the conclusion that the original magnetizing current had been left

on for too short a period to allow eddy currents in the Alnico to die out.

There were also indicetions that the pole faces were not parallel, so that

shimming of the pole pieces would be required. It was therefore necessary to

demagnetize the Alnico so that the magnet could be dismantled. It was also

decided to rewind the magnetizing coils so that a generator in the Department

of Chemistry could be used for any subsequent megnetizstions or demagnetiza-

tions, and to widen the gap from the original 3/4 inches to 11 inches in

order to accommodate a low-temperature thermostat.

The available generator was rated at 120 volts and 80 amperes. Even

with the use of a second generator for external excitation of the generator

field the maximum current that could be obtained from the generator under

overload was about 120 amperes at 105 volts. The coils were wound to meet

these limits and to satisfy the requirement for Alnico V of an applied magnetiz-

ing force of at least 6.060 ampere-turns per inch, Thus the coils were re-

quired to have a minimum of 50 turns per !th. The only wire available under
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the restrictions on the purchase of copper in force was #17 solid copper wire.

This can be close-wn.. -.o give about 18 turns per linar inch in a single

layer, so a trip!-lal.;er coil was required. However, it was necessary in

practice to -ti sight such !7oils and connect them in parallel to reduce the

total resistance sufficiently to use the full current output of the generator

Coil forms were made of brass sheet and were constructed to fit as snugly as

possible over the pole pieces of the magnet. The coils were then wound on the

forms and consist of eight individual three layer coila close-wound on top of

each other and -onnected in parallel. The two sets of coiib were connected in

dries during the magnetization process, and the urrt--t was applied for a

sufficient time for it to reach a steady value. During the magnetization pro-

cess a set of thin iron plates were placed in the air gap of the magnet to re-

duce the reluctance of the magnetic circuit, thin sheets being superior to a

solid iron block because of the ease of removal from the magnetic field after

magnet izat ion.

The pole faces were adjusted for parallelism before the second magneti-

zation. This was done by trial and error, using copper shim stock between the

yoke and the pole pieces, and measuring the gap spacing at several points with

a set of Johanson blocks. By this method a difference in gap width between the

widest and narrowest points of 0.0007 inches was achieved. The final result

of this adjustment and proper magnetization procedure was the field strength

and inhomogeneity given above, which has proved satisfactory for line shape

and line width measurements,

For certain purposes such as "chemical shift" studies (M-2)

or determination of natuiral line widths in liquids the field inhomo-

geneity of the present magnet is unsatisfactory. It could best be im-

'proved by extewuivs remodeling desiaed to JIprove both the parallelism of

the pole faces and the alignment of the pole pieces. The most important

change would be to mount, the pole pieces against pieceg A and B of
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flat along their entire lergth, the parallelism of the ground faces will be

determined by the relative lengths of pieces C and D, which can be ground to

equal length with almost any accuracy desired. The parallelism of the pole

faces will then be determined by the accuracy of the grinding of the Alnico

discs and the turning of the pole caps. The alignment of the pole pieces can

be facilitated by drilling oversized holes for the stainless steel bolts so that

the pole pieces can be moved sideways relative to each other. Final adjustment

of the parallelism of the pole faces can be done by shimming as before, by

rotation of the pole pieces relative to each other, or by a combination of the

two; and a tolerance of less than 0.0001 inches should be attainable without

excessive difficulty. Under such conditions, the field inhomogeneity should be

determined largely by inhomogeneity in the iron of the pole caps and this can

be cor ected by hand polishing if lower inhomogeneity is required.

F. 2M Units and Low Temperature Arrangements.

The original gap unit, which was used for testing of the apparatus

and for a few room temperature measurements, was constructed in a manner identi-

cal to that of Watkins (W-i). A similar umit also is discussed and illustrated

in the article by Pound and Knight (P-5). Most of the results reported here

were obtained with the low-temperature arrangement discussed below, so no further

description of the original gap unit will be given hers,.

The low temperature gap unit is shown in Figure H. The Dewar flask

was manufactured by the H. S. Martin company of Evanston, Illinois. An appro-

priate inner diameter of the stem could be obtained only by using a Pyrex test

tube instead of the atardard Pyrex tubing. The internal arrangement of the

sample coil and thermocouple leads is the final result of a series of trial

arrangements. The sample coil must be shielded from the coolant, except when

liquid nitrogen is used, since the other coolants either contained hydrogen
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(isopentane) or wbre polar and would have adverse electrical effects on the

coil. It was decided to use a closed system for all low temperature measure-

mnte, and glass was chosen in preference to copper to avoid increasing the

coil-to-ground capacitance. Attempts to fix the sample coil rigidly to the

glass shield and to use a ground-glass joint at the bottom of the tube for

replacement of samples failed to give a leakproof system, so the present arrange-

ment vas devised. The coil and thermocouple must be withdrawn from the tube in

order to change samples, but with careful handling this has b-en sat sfactory.

The sample containers are of two types. The samples which are sensitive

to moisture have been sealed into vials made of 6mm Pyrex tubing. Other samples

are placed in standard 1/8th dram vials. In the latter case the thermocouple

can be embedded in the sample; otherwise it is placed in contact with the glass

wall of the sample tube.

The thermocouple is made of chromel-alumel wire and is connected to a

Leeds and Northrup student potentiometer. The calibration table for the ther-

mocouple was taken from the literature (W-4), and was checked at both -1960C

and -80 0C. Temperatures have been read to within one degree, although somewhat

better accuracy is possible from the potentiometer. However, there was always

some possibility of the existence of temperature differentials between the ther-

mocouple and the sample when these were not in direct contact, so it is felt

that readings of more precision than one degree are not significant. It should

be pointed out that under normal operating conditions the heat produced by the

current circulating in the coil is negligible. The coil has an inductance of

about 0.04 microhenries, and a d-c resistance of about 0.01 ohms. The current

through the coil is thus about 20 ma and the heat dissipated in the coil is

around four microvatts. This is certainly too small to cause any measurable

temperature rise in the coil or sample.
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3. Miscellaneous.

1. Frequencr.mtsurement. The oscillator frequency is measured with a

Signal Corps BD-'2?.-3 frequency meter which is coupled loosely to the plate of

the second r-f amplifier, V-3 (F4gure B). This arrangement produces a strong

beat signal in the frequency meter output without disturbing the oscillator

frequency. A beat signal is also produced in the r-f amplifier and fed through

the tuned amplifier to the monitor oscilloscope. This signal has little effect

on the phase-sensitive detector because it is strongl7 att- . ted in the tuned

amplifier stage except for the brief periods when it ras nearly the same fre-

quency as the modulation frequency. However it affords a second check on the

frequency and is especially useful when the oscill .on level is low and the

beat signal in the frequency meter is weak. The instant of zero beat can be

observed either in the frequency meter ou+:ut or on the oscilloscope and the

recorder chart can be marked with the aid of a switch which momentarily comnects

one of the recorder input terminals to groind through a 100K resistor.

The precision of measurement of the absolate frequency is probably not

better than 3Kc. because there is no provision made in the meter for calibra-

tion of the meter frequency against an absolute standard such as WWV. However,

frequency differences can be measured with the precision of the calibration of

the meter dial, which is : O0cps, corresponding to a difference of 0.1 gauss.

The actual precision is probably closer to - 0.2 gauss because of other random

errors associated with the operation of bcst' the frequency meter and the oscil-

lator unit.

The frequency meter was designed to operate from battery supplies for

both the filament and plate voltages. In the present arrangement the filaments

are supplied from the same storage battery that supplies the filaments of the

eR-F unit, but the plate voltage is supplied by a small power supply consisting
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of a half-vave rectifier and a capacity-input filter. A-c operation of the

filaments was also tr ed, Iut proved unsatisfactory because of the large amount

of 60cps hum in the mter output.

2. Oscilloscope. The oscilloscope used for monitoring or direct

observation of narrow lines is a Heathkit Model 0-6. It has proved very satis-

factory for the purposes mentioned, especially considering its cost. However,

it is not equipped for photographing the trace. A simple arrangement of a

metal cone, blackened to avoid reflections, and an Argus C-3 camera equipped

with a portrait lens has given fairly good pictures of the oscilloscope trace.

However, it is questionable whether a similar arrangement with a movie camera,

used to make direct measurements of relaxation times, would be satisfactory.

H. Summer .

The apparatus just described was constructed to study the shapes and

widths of proton absorption lines in silicone polymers, and has proved satis-

factory for this purposes. There are, however, certain limitations to the

utility of the apparatus in its present form. It is not suitable for relaxatin

time studies either by the direct method or the saturation method. This limi-

tation could be removed by tbi addition of a calibrator unit (W-l) or a suit-

able photographing arrangement such as was mentioned above.

Use of the apparatus for the study of electric quadrupole resonances

would be possible only after the addition of a high power square wave modulator

unit and special sets of sample and modulation coils. Designs for such units

can be found in Watkins' thesis (W-l).

We have already mentioned that the present arrangement of the modul-

ation coil, wound around one pole of the magnet, puts a definite limit on the

useful modulation ampliijltd In order to increase this limit, and also to make

possible the use of square-veve modulation, it would be necessary to wind new
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modulation coils. It sems that the best arrangement would be to wind them as

Helmholtz coils acccri:g to Watkins' specifications and tape or shellac them

against the pole faces of the magnet. Such coils could be woumd with a thickness

less than the height of the shims on the pole faces, and therefore would not

decrease the space available for the Devar flask. They would also cause less

pickup at the modulation frequency in the sample coil and cable or in the R-F

unit. It should be pointed out that the problem of pickup increases as the

modulation frequency increases, so it is not as important wh. * a modlation

frequency of 30cps is used, as is done by many other 2i:vestigators.

The final limitation is that imposed by the minimum oscillation level

of the oscillator. The qturation factor s (part II) is proportional to the

square of the radiation field ,oand to the product I.7R To avoid

saturation effects must be decreased as increases, which usually

happens as the temperature is reduced in a given sample. It has been observed

that water and certain organic liquids, l,l,l-trichloroethane, t-butyl chloride,

and benzene for example, have fairly long relaxation times, so long that satura-

tion effects could not be avoided with this apparatus. At low temperatures

these effects were so strong that signals from some solid organic compounds

could barely be distinguished from noise. Thus an important experimental pro-

blem would be the design of an oscillator which could operate stably at very

low levels, while retaining the advantages of variable-frequency-fixed-field

operation.

! S

F|
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IIV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Chronoloa

Our expressed purpose, as stated in the introduction, has been to

investigate the question of internal motion in organosiloxane polymers by

the application of the nuclear magnetic resonance absorption technique. We

hope to obtain evidence which will aid in determining which of the two theories,

the Roth-Harker "free-wheeling" theory or the Pauling-Zisman coiling hypothesis

best describes the behavior silicones. The materials which have been investi-

gated in this research were chosen with this purpose in mind. However, the

development of the problem has led to a choice of samples whose relation to

the problem is not always obvious; and it seems to the writer that a brief

discussion of this development is in order.

The first materials chosen for study were, obviously, silicone

rubber and, less obviously, hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane (cyclic trimer).

The latter compound was selected because it is a solid at room temperature,

it is easily purified, and especially because it is a cyclic compound and

therefore cannot coil according to the Pauling-Zisman hypothesis although

it might still show restricted motion of the type postulated by Both and

Barker.

Room temperature studies showed that silicone rubber has a narrow

liquid-like line indicating a considerable mount of motion. Hewever,

natural rubber also hAs a narrow resonance line at room temperature, so this

fact by itself is of little significance. On the other hand, the cyclic

trimer has a broad resonance line at room temperature with no evidence of

fine structure in the line shape. This result was unexpected and led to

the investigation of other cyclic diaethyl siloxanes.



Upon completion of the low-temperature arrangements, the samples

of silicone rubber and the cyclic trimer, tetramer, and pentamer were investi-

gated at 7?K (- 1960C) At this temperature all the samples yield practically

identical line shapes, broad smooth curves with no evidence of fine structure,

and nearly identical second moments. The second moments are about one-half

that expected for a rigid lattice, so we may conclude that some motion still

persists in these materials even at a temperature which ip at least 150 degrees

below the mlting point, and as much as 260 degrees in the case of the cyclic

"3 trimer. Gutowsky (G-l) found that rotation or tunneling of methyl groups in

such compounds as methyl and ethyl alcohol , the ethyl halides, acetone, methyl

chloroform, and acetonitrile, ceases at temperatures only 100 to 150 degrees

below their respective melting points. We thus have an indication of an

unusual mobility of the protons in the organosiloxanes. However, the lack

of fine structure in the absorption lines makes a determination of the type

of motion uncertain.

The uncertainty of any conclusions based on second moment data

alone led to the next change in the scope of the investigation. A group

of organosilicon compounds wore sought which would have structures simple

enough to yield good line shape information. It also seemed advisable to

investigate some compounds which did not contain Bi..0 bonds in order to

determine whether the siloxane linkage would show any significant effects

on the molecular motion. These requirements are fulfilled by the methyl-

chlorosilanes. Two other compounds, methoxtrichlorosilane and hexamethyldi-

siloxane, were also investigated as the simplest compounds containing

siloxane linkages which were or could be made available.

The results obta.ned from the abovementioned compounds will be

U discussed below. The contributions of the chlorine nuclei and fit to the
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second moments have been neglected. Their maximum contribution to the rigid

lattice second moment would be around 0.1-0.2 gauss , and would be consider-

ably less when the methyl group is in motion. In the interpretation of line

shapes their contribution is included in the broadening factor

The arrows in the center of each derivative curve indicate the

modulation width used.

B. The Monomethvl Compounds

1. 1.l.1-trichloroethane (methyl chloroform) has been investigated

by Gutowsky and Pake (G-2,G-3). It has been repeated here as a check on the

apparatus and also as an illustration of the line shape to be expected from

a rigid methyl group. The line shape obtained in this investigation is shown

in Figure I superimposed on that obtained by Gutowsky. The comparison between

the two sets of data is particularly interesting because the apparatus used

was quite different in each case. Gutowsky and Pake used a bridge technique,

maintaining a fixed radiofrequency and varying the magnetic field, whereas

the present investigation involves the fixed-field variable-frequency tech-

nique developed by Pound.

6 (61 ID I, I ...

_q 0

Figure I Line Shape Derivative Curve for

3. J ,]-trichloroethane



Qualitatively the two derivative curves are quite similar. The

differences may be accounted for by two factors, the difference in the

temperatures of observation, and saturation of the sample in the results

obtained in this investigation. Saturation of the sample can be expected

to cause some broadening of the line as well as a decrease in amplitude.

Both effects were observed, the broadening being apparent from Figure I.

The decrease in signal strength made the experimental determination of the

line shape extremely difficult. When the oscillation level in the sample

coil was set at the same value as that used for the organosilicon compounds,

the signal was barely distinguishable from noise. Decreasing the oscillation

level to the lowest value obtainable from the apparatus improved the kensi-

tivity but never to a point comparable to that obtained from the silicon-

containing samples.

The ease with which the sample of methyl chloroform saturates

provides another example of the increased mobility _. the organosilicon

compounds. Saturation of the sample results, among other things, from

long relaxation times, and the relaxation process requires the existence

of fluctuating magnetic fields which are the result of vibration or rotation

of the atoms in the sample.

The effect of temperature is most noticeable in the central peak,

which is markedly broader at 7701 than at 9001. Second moment data also

indicate the residual motion in the sample has beeu decreased by the drop

in temperature. If we assume that the methyl group has the same C-H dis-

tance as in methane (1.094 1, (1-1)) and tetrahedral angles, the proton-

proton distance will be 1.791, o( = 3.69 gauss, and the intramolecular

2
second moment is 21,8 gauss . The inter%!!ecA., (ontribution to the

second moment has been determined by Andrew from the line shape to be



2.1 gause (A-1), leading to a total second moment of 23.9 gauss . Gutoweky

obtained an experimental second moment of 18.7 gauss 2 , which is significantly

less than the theoretical value. The second moment obtained from this investi-

0 21.
gation at 77°K was 21.7 gauge , which though still low is rapidly approaching

the value predicted for a rigid methyl group. We may thus assume that methyl

chloroform has an essentially rigid lattice at 77 1.

2. ]ethyltrichlorosilane. The experimental derivative zurve, shown

in Figure II, illustrates the effect on the line shape of restricted motion of

the methyl group. The line shape is compressed by a factor of two in the hori-

zontal direction, and the amplitude of the subsidiary peaks is markedly

decreased from that obtained for a rigid methyl group.

77ce/

4 V1

Figure II Line Shape Derivative Curve for

Methyltrichlorosilane

2The second moment of the experimental curve is 3.55 gauss. If weii assume as before that the metbyl group has the same configuration as in
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methane, we finA that the second moment is only 0.163 time the computed

intramolecular value for a rigid methyl group, and is less than that pre-

dicted for rotation or tunneling of the methyl group about the Si-C bond.

This still includes the contribution from intermolecular broadening, which

must be subtracted. Estimates of the broadening parameter by the use of

equations (7-25) to (7-27), Part II, place the value of (9 between 1.0

and 1.4 gauss; thus from equation (7-24), Part II, the i.ntramolecular part

of the second moment should be 2.6-3.1 gauss2, and

0.12-0.14. Prom Jigure 16, Part II, we find that this is consistent with

rotation of the molecule about an arbitrary axis with C between 24 and

28 degrees, or between 54 and 57 degrees. Another possibility is obtained

from Jigure 18, Part II, rotation of the methyl group about the Si-C bond

and simultaneous rotation of the molecule about an axis such that ( is

between 24 and 27 degrees.

It should now be possible to compute theoretical line shapes and

their derivatives for the three possibilities just mentioned, for several

values of (/( in the range 0.27-0.38; and by comparison with the experi-

mental derivative curve select the most likely values for & and am

well as choose between single and double rotation of the methyl group.

Considering the mass of information already obtained from the second moment

data and the line shape, it is singularly unfortunate that none of the

possibilities mentioned yields a reasonable fit with the experimental curve.

In general, the theoretical curves calculated from the estimates made above,

deviate from the experimental curve in two ways. They do not exhibit fine

structure to an appreciable extent or if the fine structure is noticeable

the maxima of the side peaks occur much too close to the central maximum.
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Attempts to fit the calculated curves by varying the value of o<. do not

yield any improvement without making drastic assumptions concerning the bond

distance* and the valence angles of the methyl group. In one came an approxi-

mate agreement can be reached if we assume that e 4.3 gaes. TMs would

require either that the C-H bond distance be shortened to 1.041 or that the

H-0-H bond angle be decreased to about 102 degrees or that both be adjusted

to some intermediate value. However, it seems more likely that in the presence

of the positive Si atom the C-H distance would id¢rease. Also the H-C-H angle

in ethane is somewhat larger than tetrahedral (-1) and by analog we might
J

expect that any change in this angle in other compounds containing methyl

groups would be in the some direction. Thus it seems reasonable, in the

absence of positive evidence to the contrary, to assume that the bond distances

and angles of the methyl group are as postulated previously. We must then look

elsewhere for a way to make theory agree with experiment.

By the simple expedient of ignoring the second moment data and

relying on intuition it becomes possible to postulate that the metbyl group

Is rotating only about the Si-C bond. The barrier to such rotation or tun-

neling of the methyl group should be low because the Si-C bond and 51-01

bonds are considerably longer than the corresponding C-0 and 0-01 bonds in

methyl chloroform and thus the barrier produced by the chlorine atons should

be reduced.

A series of derivative curves were computed using this latest

assumption and several values of between 0.25 and 0.40. The closest

correlation was obtained when 0.36. this curve is represented by

the dashed line in 7igure 11. the points of discrepancy are the tails of

the curve and the minia at ±2.8 gaues. Rowever the spacings of both the
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central and side piAks are quite close. The absence of the long tails accounts

for the very low values of the second moments calculated from the experimental

curve.

As we shall see when we discuss methoxytrichlorosilane, we cannot

assume that the tails of the curve were lost in the background noise on the

recorded trace, since the tails are visible in the curves obtained from

methoxytrichlorosilane. However, it seems probable thet 4'ere is some low-

frequency motion of the molecule about axes perpeidl.cular to the Si-C bond,

since methyltrichlorosilane is a nearly symmetrical molecule. Such motion,

if of sufficiently low frequency, might cause the observed decrease in the

second moment as well as the loss of the tails of the derivative curve without

otherwise affecting the line shape appreciably.

It is also quite possible that our assumption of a Gaussian broad-

ening function to account for intermolecular interactions is not a good

approximation. Pake and Purcell (P-7) have pointed out that this type of

function is based on the assumption that there are a large number of near

neighbors about each absorbing nucleus which add to the strong external

field. It would seem likely that this assumption would be less valid when

the broadening from such neighbors is small, as in the present case, and

would be anx ncreasi~ny better approximation as increases.

3. Xethoxytrichlorosilane. The obse',ed derivative curve is

shown in Figure III The theoretical curve, represented by the dashed

line, was computed assuming rotation of the methyl group about the 0-0

bond and a broadening factor of 0.36. It can be seen that theory

and experiment agree more closely than in the previous case.
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Figure III: Line Shape Derivative Curve for

Methoxytrichlorosilane

The experimental second moment is 7.3 gauss , which is corrected

to 6.3 gauss 2 when the intermolecular broadening is subtracted. The theo-

retical second moment for rotation about the C-O bond is one-fourth the rigid

2
lattice second moment, or 5.5 gauss . The agreement is not remarkable, unless

perhaps in comparison to the previous case. However, the experimental second

moment is controlled largely by the long, low-amplitude tails in which the

experimental error is likely to be large. Thus the assumption of rotation

of the methyl group about the 0-0 axis seems to be well supported by the data.

It is interesting to note that there is apparently less residual

notion in methoxtrichlorosilane than in methltrichiorosilane at 7701. On

the basis of the loth-Barker theor7 it might be expected that the Si-O bond

would be somewhat flexible and permit the methyl group to "waggle". This is

apparently not the case, at least at the temperature of these observations.
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0. Dimetki1dicn~o7- 1M

The replacement of one of the chlorine atoms of methyltrichioro-

#ilane by a methyl grcup produces a marled change in the proton line shape

of the ample. This is illustrated by the experimental derivative curve

for dimethyldicblorosilane shown in 7igure IV.

(cg C/,

Yigture MY Line Shape Derivative Curve for *4mzethyi2' chlo rt-silane.

Quaaitativelythe derivative curve is about as *ne wtiild expe.

The line has been broadened and the fine structure l-.rgely maskced by the

addition of the second methyl group. This can be c~.asidered as a coabir.-

tion of two effects, the interaction between tha~ vo mefhyl. groups in the

same molecule and the reduced shielding of the methy2 g~vups by the chlorine

atoms.

The second moment computed frnm the ezy riieatai ... u-,res has an
2* a&eraps value of 6.9 gauss , which Is significant"'y higher than the second

A ~moments of the methyl- and methozxtrichlorosilaue. However, tie broadening

parameter (9 has in(-.eased to a value of approximately 2.4 gauss, and the

9 removal of its contribution to the second moment y.eJlde an experimental
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2
estimate of the int:samolecular second moment of 4.0 gauss . The theoretical

intrmolecular second moment can be computed from the electron diffraction

data (L-l) with the assumption that the methyl group has the sae configura-

tion as previously assumed. Again we shall neglect the chlorine contribution.

There are three possible configurations of the methyl groups with respect to

each other, one staggered and two eclipsed with the staggered configuration

having the least potential energy. For a C-Si bond distance of 1.831 and a

tetrahedral C-Si-C bond angle, equation (2-6), Part I, yields a rigid lat-

tice second moment of 23.0 gauss 2 for the staggered configuration and 23.1

I23.4 gauss for the two eclipsed configurations. Thus/-
] ~~ ",. ;,o

0.17' -0.174, which is less than that predicted for rotation of the methyl

groups about the C-Si bond. We have assumed that the interactions between

the methyl groups are decreased in the sine proportion as the intra-group

interactions, in accord with Andrew's calculations (A,-2).

Attempts were made to fit the experimental curve in the sane manner

as described above for metyltrichlorosilane. The result was again unsatis-

factory, for the same reasons. The assumption of double rotation yields a

theoretical derivative curve without any indications of fine structure,

while the theoretical curve for rotation of the molecule about an arbitrary

has very slight indications of side peaks at spacings considerably less than

those of the experimental curve. In this case the theoretical curve for the

assumption of methyl group rotation or tunneling.is equally unsatisfactory,

the side peaks of the theoretical curve being reduced to mere inflections

of the curve although these are at approximately the desired spacing. There

is, of course, the possibility that the molecule is rotating as a whole about

one of the C-Si bonds, in which case the line shape will be composed of the
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curve for methyl group rotation plus the c,'.-ve for rotation of the other

methyl group such that I is one-half the tetrahedral angle. Visual

correlation of these two curves indicated that this combination would yield

no better fit than the previous attempts. There is thus considerable

ambiguity in the interpretation of the line shape of dimethyldichlorosilane.

Nowever, the conclusions reached with regard to methyltrichlorosilane suggest

that the most reasonable interpretation of the data is that the methyl groups

are tunneling about the C-Si bond with some residual motion of the whole

molecule at a very low frequency. It can be seen from Figures II and IV

that this interpretation of the data is at least consistent. In both cases

we must assume that there is some low frequency rotation of the molecule as

a whole, and that this motion is sufficient to reduce the second moment and

accentuate the fine structure of the experimental derivative curve without,

however, appreciably affecting the spacings of the maxima.

D. The Trimethyl Compounds

1. Trimethylchlorosilane. The presence of the third methyl

group in trimethylchlorosilane increases the intermolecular broadening

and the interactions between methyl groups on the same silicon atom to

such an extent that the line structure is completely masked. This is

shown by the experimental derivative curve in Figure V.

The second moment, after correction for intermolecular broad-

ening, Is found to be 5.2 gauss 2 , which is only slightly less than the

value expected for tunneling of the methyl groups. On the assumption

that such tunneling is the predominant type of motion theoretical deriva-

tive curves were calculated for the two broadening factors - 0.8

and 1.0, and these were compared with the experimental curve. It was
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found that the lat'sr compared well in overall form with either of the

curves, and that the peak of the experimental derivative curve at 2.6 gauss

fell between the values of 2.1 and 3,2 gauss for the theoretical curves for

S 0.8 and 1.0 respectively. Thus the approximate estimate of

.85 is consistent with the theoretical cures.

Once again the tail of the experimental curve cuts off more

abruptly than theory would indicate. This can be interor-.ed as before

as indicating the existence of some low frequency motion of the molecule

as a whole, which is consistent with the slghtly low value of the second

moment.

77°/K
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Pigure V8 Line Shape Derivative Curve for Trimethylchlorosilane

2. Hexamethldisiloxane. The derivative curve for this

compound is shown in Figure VI.

The comparison between the theoretical and experimental curves

may be summarized as follows. Evaluations of from the experimental

curve led to an estimate of 0,95 for the broadening factor. This is

consistent with the s-ape of the two theoretical curves mentioned in the

previous section with regard to the location of the peak of the experi-

mental curve. However, the tail of the experimental curve falls off more
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abruptly than the theoretical curve would indicate. At the same time the

2
corrected experimental second moment has the very low value of 3.0 Oausse

which is about the same as that computed for mthyltrichlorosilane. Thus

there must be considerable motion in addition to the tunneling of the methyl

groups. The assumption that the molecule is rotating as a whole about an

axis perpendicular to the Si-C bond yields a theoretical derivative curve

in which the tail falls off faster than that of the exp- -kntal curve, if

we assume that b/< as the value 1. Thus we oace again have a case in

which a good correlation of theory and experiment is not obtaira?16 on t:-as

basis of the specific types of motion postulated.

(C3)3 15. 0 S~ (CH9

77 W

Yigtire VI: Line Shape Derivative Curve for fiexapethylaii.-loxane.

There is still the possibility that there is rotational obcillaion

of the methyl groups in addition to tunneling ijout the C-Si >.ond. a terms

of the second moment data this would require that ba at least 40 degrees.

The line shape is of no use in determining vtb.ther rota.io-.'J. oscillation is

taking place, except for the negative evidence tkhat the o' -sorved derivative

curve cannot be fitted by theoretical curves on the basis of rotation alone.K Zovever, other structural evidence suggests ,:at rotaticnal oscillation is
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not impossible. The Si-O-ft bond angle has been estimated by both electron

diffraction and dipole moment studies (R-1), and has been variously deter-

mined to be anywhere from 140 to 180 degrees. The latter value was deter-

mined from the dipole moment in the gas phase (0-1). The large value of

this angle compared to that found in organic ethers, as veil as the con-

siderable dispersion in the results, suggests that there is considerable

flexibility of the Si-0 bonds; this may be considered Rn an indication

of rotational oscillation about an axis perpendicular to the Si-Si axis

in the molecule. However, it must be admitted that this is a highly specu-

lative conclusion, in the absence of further evidence.

3. The Cyclic Siloxanes

Three of the cyclic siloxanes have been investigated in this

research, hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane (trimer), octamethylcyclotetrar-

siloxane (tetramer), and decamethylcyclopentasiloxane (pentamer). Because

of the similarity of their absorption lines they will be considered

together. Before considering the nuclear resonance data, lot us review

the structural information obtained by other methods.

The structure of the cyclic trimsr has been determined by both

electron diffraction (A-3) and x-ray diffraction (P-8). In addition we

may consider the x-ray diffraction studies on octamethylopiropenta-

siloxane by Both and Harker (R-3) since this compound may be considered

to consist of two trimer rings with a common silicon atom (see 7igure

1-4., Part I). The results are summarized in Table I.

All investigators have concluded that the ring is planar, with

the carbon atoms arranged symmetrically above and below the plane of the

ring. the silicon-oxygen bond distance is considerably less than the sun
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of the covalent radii indicating that there is considerable ionic character

in the silicon-oxygen bond. There is some disagreement about the Si-C bond

distance. The electron diffraction data for the trimer, which was obtained

from the vapor, and the x-ray data on the spirosiloxane yield a value which

is less than the .um of the ccvalent radii (1. 9 41), whereas the x-ray investi-

gation of the trimer deter=,.nes this Aistance as bein, significantly greater

than the sum of the covalent radii. TI . . .tscrepancy is not

known.

E).D. trimer X-rj riu., F-ray, spiro-

. pent asiloxane

si-0 , . 1.66 + .o4 i.6. , 1.64* .03

si-C , . 1.88 o .4 1.9Q .- ..8 + .03
O-Si-O 115 .5 0 1, : . !0 _ 401:5 0 . 0
Si-O-Si 4.5 ± +)- 130 ± 40

C-Si-C 112_60 -. 110 4 40

It is signific.,t 1 ,. .1 f ihi a.e led to the conclu-

sion that the thermal motion the a.. _ lr- i an normal. The con-

clusions of Roth and Iarksr a -1 -ad d- ' 1, -d (Part I). With

regard to the trimer, '_'r, -U aad 1- aal notion of about

0.091 as compxre4 t,. l-e a a.I. ve.ue of 0 CIA .d Peyronel found it

necessary to Jnclude 4 .'.vrt. .0 "i , n his x-ray diffraction

studiec whi.. *.e fee? -" '" -. a a of Roth and Karker.

Fin..,y it sho -0 os p, at no transitions were found

in the trimer by t4 - .ere extended to the temperature

of liq!:4 o2gen.

The detailed Y-L-, invrstigation of the cyclic tetramer is now

in the process .f prepb.,.t. . However, preliminary results indicate

that there is & .ransik&4.,. ; -1600. The x-ray data indicate that



above the transition point there s angular precession of the metbyl groups

similar to that proposed by Both and Earker but that there is no precession

below the transition point. Roffman has determined the dielectric constant

of the tetramer in the region of the transition point (3-2). He finds a

break in the di~lectric constant curve at -16.300C, which he explain* as due

to a change in volume of the sample. The change in volume is in turn assumed

tc be caused by the onset of molecular rotation. Returni. ', to the x-ray

investigation, the preliminary studies indicate that the ring in the tetramer

molecule is nearly planar. The silicon atoms are all coplanar, and the oxygen

atoms are slightly above or below the plane or both. This would indicate that

the 8i-O-Si bond angle is somewhat less than 16 0 0C.

The structure of the cyclic pentamer has not yet been determined.

From the tentative structure of the tetrner we may assume that the various

bond distances and angles will be about the same as those in the tetramer,

so the ring will be more puckered. It does not necessarily follow that the

silicon atoms will be coplanar.

The nuclear resonance data for the cyclic siloxanes are shown in

Figures VII, VIII, and IX. The line shape derivative curves at 7701 are all

very similar; within the limits of the experimental error they may be con-

sidered as identical. The spacing between the maxima is somewhat larger for

the tetramer curve than for the others, and the second moment is also larger.

However, this could easily be caused by a difference in the field inhomogeneity

because the location of the coil in the magnet gap could not be set exactly.

The second moments before and after correc~ion for intermolecular broadening

are given in Table It.
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Compound 2 2
Trimer 9.4 gauss 2.9 gaus 5.2 gse

Tetramer 10.2 gauss2  3.1 gauss 5.4 gauss 2

Pentamer 9.7 gauss 2  2.9 gauss 5.5 gaus

Table 11

The corrected values of Table II are to be compared with the value

5.45 gaus 2 , which is the theoretical second moment tc. lt kipected for an

isolated methyl group tunneling about the C-Si bond. The agreement is sur-

prisingly good. Furthermore, the line shape computed on the basis of such

motion and using the broadening factor Ow - 0.80 2.95 gauss) agrees

equally well with the experimental curves, the deviations being too minute

to be visible when the line shape is plotted to the scale of the figures.

Thus we may confidently say that the only motion within the cyclic siloxanes

at 7701 is rotation or tunneling of the methyl groups about the C-Si bonds.

The temperature dependence of the line widths obtained from those

compounds is also shown in the figures. These were obtained by chilling the

sample to 7701 and sweeping the oscillator frequency back and forth across

the absorption line as the sample warmed up in the Dewar flask. The line

width is taken to be the distance, in gauss, between the maximum and minimum

of the derivative curve, in conformity with the usual practice.

Considering the pentamer first (Figure IX) we find that the line

width decreases from 5.1 to 4.3 gauss between 7701 and 1700Z. This can be

attributed to low frequency notion of the molecule or, possibly, rotational

oscillation of the methyl groups with an amplitude of perhaps 5-10 degrees.

Such a conclusion is purely speculative. It is certain that some additional

notion is present to cause the observed decrease in the line width, but it
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is probable that much motion is at very low frequencies. Prom l7OI to

the melting point of the compound at 24701 (-260 C) the line width apparently

remains constant. At the melting point the line width decreases sharply to

a value determined by the magnetic field inhomogeneity. This is quite normal

behavior for a compound which is not epherically symmetrical and which thus

is not likely to rotate appreciably in the solid state. On the other hand

the cyclic trimer and tetramer yield temperature dependenoe curves which are

startling, to say the least.

Below 240 ° K, the temperature dependence of the line widths of the

trimer and tetramer samples is analogous to that of the pentamer. There is

a gradual decrease in the line width between 770 and about 20001 after which

the line width remains constant over about a 40 degree range. However, the

sudden increase in the line width observed in both samples is unique. There

seems to be only one other case of this type reported. Alpert (A-4.) has

reported a similar occurrence in his investigation of hydrogen selenide, but

considers that the presence of E01 as an impurity in the sample may be the

cause of the anomaly. There is little possibility that impurities could be

the canse in the present research. the samples had been redistilled before

their use, and in the case of the trimer two different samples have been used.

The increase in line width of the cyclic tetramer occurs at about

-160C, which is also a transition temperature for this material. It must

therefore be associated with the transition, and must involve either a

restriction of the notion that is already present at lover temperatures or

a marked increase in the intermolecular broadening. !e increase in volume

at the transition point which has boon observed by Ioffana ems to rule

out the possibility that the interactions between the methyl groups of dif-
4P

forent tetrmr olecules could be increased, so we onsidr that the
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increase in the line width is due to some cause which is purely intra-

molecular.

The loth-Earker theory offers a possible explanation of the

experimental results. Let us assume that above the transition temperature

of the tetramer the methyl groups swing back and forth about the Si-O bonds.

They will be restricted in this motion by the methyl groups attached to the

other silicon atoms in the same molecule, because any r.c" 'lopping will

decrease the distance between some pair of methyl groups. Thus the time

average distance between the methyl groups in the same molecule will be

decreased. This will tend to increase the interactions between them.

Furthermore, these increased interactions might well increase the barrier

to tunneling of the methyl groups about the C-Si bonds, thus restricting

this motion in favor of the swinging of the methyl groups. Both effects

would produce a broader line and a larger second moment.

The same explanation would apply to the cyclic trimer. The

broadening is more marked for this compound because of the greater

temperature range between the increase in the line width and the melting

point. The line shape and second moment have been determined for the

trimer at room temperature. The second moment is 12.1 gauss2 which is

considerably larger than the value determined at 7701. No attempt has

been made to fit the line shape with a theoretical curve because the

computed derivative curves are too inaccurate for the large value of 7

required to be of real significance.

We have already mentioned that Peyronel found no evidence of a

transition in the cycl#c trimer between 7701 and room temperature. In

0P view of the marked increase in line width commencing at 23801 (350O)
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this is somewha+ s ps~g woi 4&d seem advisable to determine the

heat capacity and. the voluze-f-mneraIture curves in this range,

7. Silicone Wber

The line shap6 ier1vativb.~v and ti~a temperature dependence

of the line width f or t he sample of al 1.. -.1- .bbe, ieat gated in this

research are given in F3,ire X. The meas..cemehtS We9re Made c-, a sample

of SR 450 silicone rubter suppliled by the General 31 --cpaxy which

had been cured for I h.rat 3001'F. T h, 1 n e .sirv at, 770K 1w Isery similar

to that obtained from the-"c comp'i.)A a - the same temperature and could

be fit very well by assuming rotatxon of' the msthyl about. the C-Si bonds,

and using a broadening parameter j -2.9 gaugse. The experimental second
22moment is 10.0 gauss' which is czorre,-,ted to .5.8 gaz a val,,e consistent

with the assumption m~ade above. The temperatu.-re dependence cur'e differs

slightly from those of t *:2.i. compo-w-is at, low f-emperatures in that

there is no decrease in the w~re~icit~. from r~' o Ic,)4 K , 1,-.t -

(-109 0 C) there is an absrp drop in tie line *)Ath from 5.0 gauss to about

2-.5 gauss, and the line widtb then tapers off more gradually until at 2100 1

it has a value which is about t he same as I be .7agner Ic f ield 2.rihomogeneity.

It is interesT.ixig to compare These ree'ilts ,i:?.h the line width vs.

temperature curves for natural rat-ter (M4 4) Ttle latter curves are shown

in 7igure XI. There is seome 'arial ton nr "he B..xperatuzre at which the

j first knee in the curire appear-s. this temperature Increasirng as the curs

tine of the sample. Howver, the sha "-p break 4n the curve occurs

at about 201 in al! -.as& This is abou. 600 higher hai, the break in

the curve for silicort! -, -er an~d the line width decreases much more

* slowly than is the case w:t- tt '1!ilone rubber, 3trhermcre the line width
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in natural rubbrs 'reached its rigid lattice value at temperatures of 1500

and less, whereas we have seen that the line width in silicone rubber is still

narrower than the rigld 1ttice value at 1.

The segments of the derivative curve which were obtained as the

* sample warmed up from 770 showed an inte i g and apparently real effect,

which is illustrated in Figure III (a) . The sample waived up about 130 during

the time required to sweep through enough of the l.ne t, . o record the

peaks of the derivative curve. The segments of each curve were then plotted

as shown in the figure. the amplitude of ea:n being adjusted to have the same

peak height. It was noticed that as the iemperature increases the tail of

the derivative curve falls off les sharply than it does at, lower tempera-

tures. The figure shows only the lowest temperature curve and the curve

obtained just below the break in the temperature dependence curve, but the

other curves obtained at intermediate temperatures show the same effect in

amounts which increase with increasing temperature. This indicates that

there is a slight increase in the second moment of the line as the tmper,

ture increases. although the line width is not appreciably affected. The

explanation of this effect would seem to be that there is some rotational

oscillation of 'he methyl groups which, if the polymer molecules are closely

packed, would increase the interactions bet.ween methyl groups on different

chains. The sudden decrease in the line widt wuld then indicate that the

molecules begin to rotate freely. If this explanation is valid, we should

expect to observe a change in the volume of the sample, sufficient to permit

the methyl groups o rotate Sternberg has attempted to find such a volume

change by dilatometri,: we'hods, but the results have been inconclusive. No

definite break was obser',ed in plot of volume vs. time as the sample warmed.

However, there were indiatlons that the .- ope of the curve changes at about
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fW16801 (-1050 C). a mu.! anous determination of the temperature of the

sample as a ftrction of time also showed a change in the slope of the curve

at about 16801, and thts was also observed in the temperature-time curve

obtained during the measurement of the tempera 4ure dependence on the line

width. Both the volume-temperature, and ' ,T rature-tlme curves thus seem

to support the explanat ion given, the temperature-time curve showing a more

noticeable effect.

Above 16401, the segments of the dari'rat --6 curves show that there

is a more gradual decrease in the line widr~r. and at the same time the tails

of the curves decrease until a very narrow line. such as is expected from

liquids, is obser-red at 210 1. This is illastrated in Figure XII (b). The

line shapes can be explained qualitatively on the basis that they are com-

binations of twos curves, a narrow, liquid-~like curve, and a broad curve

similar to that obserwred below 1640K,1 This would indlcate that the molecules

do-not commence rotating simultaneously. It %9 su~ggested that this effect

may be due to the fact that there are polymer molecules of widely varying

molecular weights. A determination of the temperature dependence of the

line widths of a series of more homogeneous fractions should offer a test

Z_ of this suggestion.

G. Summ y~ and Suggestions

The results .:b~alned in this Tesear.:' indicate there is an

unusial degree of mot ion of' the protons in organosilicon compounds, as

compared to organ':! compounds of similar struicture. At 77' this seems

to takce the form of' r,.'ation or tvinneling of the methyl groupu about the

C-Si bonds. The met~r '. K orosilanes and hexamethyldisiloxane also give

evidence that there is aliso lo~w frequency rotat on. of the molecule about
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some other axis tht ,,St the center of mass, which is probably due to the near

spherical symmetry of these molecules.

j We have fovnd it recessary to assume that the methyl groups in the

compounds studied have the same bond distances and angles that exist in

methane. It is not possible to check the vz dity of this assumption from

the experimental data at the temperatures obtainable with the present

apparatus, because the observed motion of the methyl gr(-,, persists to the

lowest obtainable temperatures. However, it should be possible to obtain

detailed information concerning the configuration of the methyl groups at

temperatures sufficiently low to freeze out all motion in the sample, because

at such temperatures, the line shape will be determined only by the proton-

proton distance. There might also be some possibility of obtaining more

precise data about both the methyl group configuration and the motion of

the protons if studies are made with single crystals of the sample, and at

the same time to check the validity of the assumption of a Gaussian broad-

ening function. However, the experimental difficulties involved in

preparing single crystals of the substances used in this research might

well prove prohibitive.

The cyclic siloxanes offer many interesting possibilities for

further study. The anomalous behavior of the temperature dependence of

the line widths should be etamined more closely in the region where the

change in width occurs. This would require the use of a cryostat so that

the line width could be examined at fixed temperatures near the transition.

Relaxation time studies sheuli aiso prove valuable because of the dependence

of the relaxation time cn the motion of the nuclei. Yinally the other

cyclic siloxanes might wel. be included in any further work.
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The study of single orystals of the cyclic silozanes should cast

some light on the nature of the change that takes place when the line widths

increase, because of the less complex nature of the theoretical line shapes

Preparation of the samples would be difficult, but considerably simpler than

in the case of the other molecules discussed. The cyclic trimer, in particu-

lar, may be prepared in the single crystal form by sublimation at room

temperature (1-8).

The results of this investigation of silicone rubber must be con-

sidered in connection with the two theories concerning the nature of the

siloxanes that have been discussed in the Introduction. The most important

fact to be considered is the existence of considerable motion in this material

at temperatures above 164OK, This motion cannot be restricted to a particular

axis or plane, because of the very narrow line width obtained at higher

temperatures. Such line widtbhs imply considerable random motion such as

is usually considered characteristic of the liquid state. It seems likely

that in the solid rubber there is not only rotation of the methyl groups

about the chain axis but also some flexing of the chain, which would imply

some deformation of the Si-O-,Si angles. This is quite similar to the motion

postulated by Roth and Harker.

On the other hand there seems to be no necessity to assume that

the coiling postulated by Pauling and Zisman actually occurs. At the same

time the evidence does not exclude the possibility. Our conclusions can

best be sum'arised by sayinj that it is quite possible that the coiling-

uncoiling hypothesis applies to the siloxanes, but this hypothesis alone

is not sufficient to explain the narrowing of the line width which has

been observed.
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A recent article on the structure of the polysiloxanes (1-2)

cozutains the suggstion that the unusual properties of these materials

may be explained by assuming that some of the molecules of the linear

polysiloxanes are actually not linear but are .composed of several large

rings interlocked with each other like the links of a chain. Thus, such

a polymer molecule which contains 10,000 -{(09 3 )2 5i0} units could actually

be a series of 100 rings, each with 100 -(CE 3 )2 8i1 D -' Such mole-

cules would then act as plasticizers for the rest ol the polymer. The

present results do not give any evidence either for or against this

hypothesis. However, it should be noted that according to Prisch, Martin,

and Nark, the rings involved in such structures would have to contain at

least twenty f4CN3) 2 3i4 units, whereas the largest cyclic siloxane

isolated thus far is the heptamer, and only trace amounts of material

which could be larger cyclic compounds has ever been found in the

hydrolysis mixture used in the preparation of silicone rubber gum.

Further studies of silicone rubber and other silicone polymers

could take almost innumerable forms. In terms of nuclear resonance studies

alone, there are many possibilities. The effect of plasticizers, time of

cure, swelling by both oils and organic solvents, and vulcanization warrant

investigation, as well as studies of the silicone rubber gum in toto or

after fractionation into more homogeneous molecular weight ranges. Such

studies have alreadjy been made on both natural and synthetic rubber (Mt-5).

The investigation of the temperature dependence of the relaxation

time would seem to be particularly interesting, especially in the region

around the break in the line width vs. teperature curve; and more refined

measurements of the heat capacity and the volume as a function of tempera-

tures are warranted.
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